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Abstract

Emotional contagion is the tendency to experience and/or express the emotions of

another person (Hatfield, Cacioppo, & Rapson, 1992). In this study, emotiona! contagion was

investigated in regard to perceived similarity/attraction to a stranger and personal susceptibility

to contagion. Eighty-seven University of Hawaii students completed attitude questionnaires and

the Emotional Contagion Scale (Orimoto & Hatfield, in press). Following random assignment to

three groups, similar and dissimilar subjects viewed fake attitude questionnaires (very similar or

very dissimilar to their own reported attitudes) attributed to a potential partner. Control subjects

received no information about the partner's attitudes. Subjects were taped while viewing happy

and sad videotapes of the assumed partner, produced by Hsee, et al. (1991). For both

videotapes, subjects' facial expression of emotion was rated by four judges, and subjects rated

their own experience of emotion. Both subjects and judges used a scale adapted from the Borg

ratio scale (1982). Attention to content and facial mimicry also were investigated to determine

the sources of emotional contagion in this situation. Consistent with Byrne's model (1971) of

similarity/attraction, perceived attitudinal similarity had a positive relationship to attraction across

experimental groups. Contagion of happiness (self-reports of emotion and judges' ratings of

facial expression) varied significantly and positively with perceived similarity and subsequent

attraction; this relationship was not supported for the sad video. Personal susceptibility to

contagion correlated significantly and positively with subjects' reports of both happy and sad

emotion. Significant gender differences were found, with females reporting both more

susceptibility to contagion and more actual contagion. Measures of attention to content and

mimicry failed to predict contagion in this study. The results lend support to theories which

assume differential processing of positive and negative emotion. They also add to previous

findings of gender differences in regard to both catching and transmitting emotion.
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Introduction

Hatfield, Cacioppo, and Rapson (1992) define emotional contagion as:

the tendency to mimic another person's emotional

experience/expression (his or her emotional appraisals,

subjective feelings, expressions, patterned physiological

processes, action tendencies, and instrumental

behaviors) and thus to experience/express the same

emotions oneself. (p.4)

Evidence of emotional contagion has been assembled from both natural and

experimental settings over a range of subjects and situations. Clinicians have frequently

observed that they become bored or depressed when working with a depressed client,

or irritated when dealing with an angry client (Hsee, Hatfield, & Chemtob, in press).

Howes, Hokanson, and Lowenstein (1985) found that college students with a depressed

roommate tended to become depressed over time. Folklore has it that married couples

begin to "look" alike over the years--they respond with similar affect, gestures and facial

expressions.

Emotional contagion appears to be at least partially an innate potential: neonates cry

when they hear another baby crying (Thompson, 1987), and parents and infants unconsciously

imitate each other during early interactions (Thompson, 1987; Hoffman, 1987). It is impossible to

know what a baby feels when behaviorally demonstrating emotion. However, it is clear that

mimicry is occurring; the external signs of contagion are obvious.

Recently, contagion has been studied in controlled experimental settings: Hsee,

Hatfield, Carlson and Chemtob (1991), and Uchino, Hatfield, Carlson and Chemtob (in press)

found that subjects exposed to strangers' displays of emotion "caught" that emotion (happiness

or sadness), as indicated by subjects' self-reports and judges' ratings. There is also evidence of

the role of perceptual and physiological feedback processes in emotional contagion.

Schalekamp (1990) asked subjects to repeat sounds which were created to mimic expressions of



joy, love, anger, sadness, and fear. Subjects tended to feel the emotion associated with a

particular sound. Other studies indicate that feedback from posture and facial expression

contributes to subjects' experiencing congruent emotions (Izard, 1990; Matsumoto, 1981).

Recent investigations of the mechanisms and variables affecting emotional contagion

can be divided into three groups: 1) enduring factors such as personal characteristics and

cultural differences; 2) social context, including relationship and motivational issues, and 3)

specific mechanisms of contagion such as attention, cognitions, and physiological feedback,

mechanisms which may intensify or define emotion.

The primary focus of this study was on one aspect of the social context of contagion; the

major hypothesis was that perceived similarity would correlate positively with emotional

contagion. However, the effects of enduring factors and the mechanisms of contagion also were

considered.

The proposed relationship between similarity and contagion can be viewed from several

perspectives. First, a large body of research indicates that perceived similarity is highly

correlated with attraction. Attraction may lead to mimicking the other's behavior, and this

mimicry may be a major mechanism by which contagion occurs. Second, similarity may result in

increased empathy for the other, in the sense of understanding the situation and/or simply feeling

emotionally close to the other and thus taking on his or her affect. Third, in order for contagion

to occur, similarity may not need to create conscious feelings of liking, attraction, or

understanding the other's situation or emotions. It may be that perceived similarity to another

simply causes one to pay more attention to the other. This increased attention could lead to a

higher degree of contagion; that is, attention may playa primary role in the process of contagion

in general, and similarity may lead to more attention. Finally, lack of similarity may lead to

disliking the other, and this has implications for emotional contagion. If a model is perceived as

dissimilar, will contagion simply be reduced or will feelings opposite to the model be

engendered?
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The relevant work on these aspects of the similarity-contagion relationship will be

reviewed in the following sections; as well as offering support for the main hypothesis, previous

research contributed to the methodology of the present study. In addition, three personal

characteristics will be considered; personal susceptibility to contagion, ethnic or cultural

background, and gender. The link between similarity and contagion may be affected by these

characteristics, which themselves are overlapping.

Similarity and Attraction

Donn Byme's work, reported in detail in The Attraction Paradigm (1971), has become the

reference point for most research on similarity and attraction. Byrne's research model is as

follows: Subjects are given an attitude questionnaire, and fake "stranger" questionnaires are then

created to either coincide with the subjects' attitudes or to express opposite opinions. These

questionnaires are shown to the subjects, who then rate the stranger on an "Interpersonal

Adjustment Scale" (Byrne, 1971, pp.426-427) designed to provide a measure of attraction

(whether the person likes the other and wants to have further interaction). Byrne found that

attraction had a positive linear relationship to the proportion of similar attitudes between subject

and stranger. That is, the higher the proportion of similar attitudes, the more the subject

expressed attraction to the other. Byrne's theory is that similar attitudes are reinforcing,

contributing to positive affect by providing consensus information regarding one's own attitudes

and thus validation of one's competence.

Byrne found that the actual number of similar attitudes and the significance of those

attitudes to the subject did not affect attraction if proportion was held constant. His methodology

for effecting changes in attraction therefore was based primarily on varying the proportion of

similar attitudes between subject and stranger. However, Wetzel and Insko's (1982) research

indicates that importance and strength of one's attitudes may be more important than the

proportion of similar attitudes. Wetzel and Insko propose that if one looks at the development of

relationships over time, attraction is a function of similarity to one's ideals, one's values. Thus
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agreement on mildly held attitudes, or similar attitudes on unimportant topics, are not relevant to

attraction as interactions continue beyond an initial stage. However, Wetzel and Insko indicate

that Byrne's model is probably valid in the context of making judgments about a stranger, when

one is concerned about being accepted and having an initial interaction which is smooth and

rewarding. Thus they may concur with the thesis that proportion is the major factor in attraction

to a stranger.

Aronson and Worchel (1966) and Condon and Crane (1988) also challenge the hypothesis

that attraction is a function of proportion of similar attitudes. They confirm the connection

between similarity and attraction; however, they find that perceptions about the other person's

evaluation of them exert a stronger influence on attraction than does similarity or perceived

similarity. Feeling that one will be positively evaluated by the other is a necessary condition for

attraction whereas similarity of attitudes is not, according to these authors. In their view, the

similarity-attraction findings indicate that one is attracted when anticipating positive evaluation,

whether or not one's actual attitudes have received reinforcement. However, like Wetzel and

Insko, this conclusion was based on perceptions which were measured after the initial response

to a stranger; fake feedback from an actual interaction was used to manipulate subjects' feelings

of being liked. The present research looks at subjects' responses to a similar stranger with whom

they have had no interaction. In this situation, proportion of similar attitudes and anticipation of

being liked in an initial attraction may amount to the same thing.

Several authors have criticized Byrne's research for its reliance on subjects' knowledge

of a stranger's attitudes prior to any interaction (Bochner, 1991; Sunnafrank, 1991). In their view

the controlled experiments conducted by Byrne have little validity in the real world because

people only learn of each other's attitudes through interactions. There are two major

counterarguments to this criticism. First, Byrne is using perceived attitudinal similarity as just

one example_of how positive affect increases attraction. Thus the criticism that actual attitudes

are not always known and therefore cannot affect interaction is missing the point. Second, all
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too often, prior to any interaction people do perceive others as having a certain constellation of

attitudes. This is part of the process of stereotyping based on gender, race, socioeconomic

status, or other characteristics. Perhaps studying emotional contagion and other interactions in

the context of initial misperceptions about attitudes will provide clues to the processes by which

stereotyping leads to more or less prejudice or discrimination.

Finally, Byrne and his followers have been criticized for having subjects rate attraction to

the other in a vacuum; that is, their ratings imply no commitment to further action since

frequently there is no mention of any future interchange with the person they are rating (Bochner,

1991). The present study attempted to avoid this problem by telling subjects they will be

interacting with the other person in the main part of the experiment. Subjects were led to view

attraction ratings and observations of the partner on videotape as a prelude to the upcoming

interaction. With this important addition, Byrne's model of attitudinal similarity and attraction

and his methodology seem not only internally valid but also applicable to real-life phenomena.

Attraction and Mimicry

Assuming that similarity correlates positively with attraction, what is the evidence that

attraction leads to increased emotional contagion? There is evidence that attraction promotes

imitation, mimicry, of the other, and mimicry may be a mechanism of contagion. This section

will outline the research on mimicry and contagion and then explore the connections between

attraction and mimicry.

Researchers agree that felt emotion is interwoven with behaviors such as facial

expression and postural changes and autonomic system manifestations such as perspiration or

increased/decreased heart rate. It may be that facial efference and other physiological changes

can contribute to or even be the primary factor in the experience of emotion (Hatfield, et aI.,

1992; Adelmann & Zajonc, 1989; Izard, 1990). The subject's imitation, mimicry, of a model is the

outward marker of contagion, as indicated in the definition at the beginning of this paper.

However, evidence is accurnulatinq that feedback from mimicry is also one of the processes by
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which contagion occurs: "To the extent that emotions are influenced by facial feedback,

spontaneous facial mimicry should contribute to emotional contagion." (Hatfield, et aI., 1992,

p.22) Several studies have shown that subjects induced to produce facial expressions of anger

or happiness begin to feel those emotions (Adelmann & Zajonc, 1989; Bush, Barr, McHugo, &

Lanzetta, 1989; Vaughan & Lanzetta, 1981). Further, emotional sounds lead to feelings of

congruent emotions when imitated by uninformed subjects (Schalekamp, 1990).

Mimicry of various kinds may therefore be a crucial element in emotional contagion. If

there is any evidence for attraction increasing mimicry, then imitation may be a mediating factor

in the relationship between perceived similarity, attraction, and emotional contagion. Although

the research in the area of attraction and mimicry is scant, liking for another has been related to

increased mimicry. Bush, McHugo, and Lanzetta (1986) found that subjects who liked and

agreed with Ronald Reagan mimicked his expressions more while watching him. Rosekrans

(1967) concluded that attraction to another results in increased imitation. Cappella and Palmer

(1990) analyzed nonverbal behaviors in subjects who interacted following an attitude-similarity

manipulation. They found that the more attitudinal similarity between interacting dyads, the

more behavioral similarity between them on measures of gaze, speech rate, and adaptors (hand

movements direct at one's own body, clothes or personal belongings). That is, partners who

perceived themselves as similar tended to mimic each other.

From another perspective, Hsee, Hatfield, Carlson, and Chemtob (in press) found that

happy subjects paid more attention to a model and were more likely to mimic the model's

expressions. Pei'h?rs liking the model creates a positive mood that influences contagion;

positive feeling, empathy and imitation will be discussed further in the next section.

Similarity and Empathy

Although few researchers have investigated the specific connections between liking and

mimicry, much work has been done in the broader area of similarity's relationship to empathy.

There is considerable evidence that similarity increases empathy and behaviors which
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theoretically are based on empathic reactions (e.g., altruistic behaviors). Empathy is closely

allied with emotional contagion. although just what form that alliance takes depends upon the

operational definition of empathy. For many researchers, empathy has cognitive components

such as an intellectual understanding of the other person's situation. Similarity may lead to

increases in cognitions about the other person's situation and about one's own similar

experiences, and thus to more empathy. Several studies related to the present research use the

this definition of empathy; understanding the other's situation and therefore knowing how the

other must feel. In a study of empathy in children, Bamett (1987) found that children respond

more empathically when the other is perceived as similar. (Perception of similarity was

established by having children paired by gender or by having them share a personal experience.)

Bamett concluded that empathy requires knowing something about the other person's situation.

Aronfreed (1965) says that the affective response of an observer is the same as a model to the

extent that the observer finds commonality between the model's experience and his/her own.

Weiner (1980) proposes that affect comes only after one has examined the causes of the other

person's situation. The nature of the affect depends upon the attributions one makes. If one

sees another as similar, then one might feel similar affect based on a mutual understanding of

the causes of the situation.

These explanations for catching emotions make cognition a necessary factor, whereas

the definition of emotional contagion implies that one might feel the way another feels without

thinking about the other's situation or even being aware that one is catching an emotion. The

second definition of empathy is closer to emotional contagion; empathy is seen as emotional

identification with another without necessarily understanding the other's external situation. The

theory is that similarity leads to emotional identification, which promotes arousal, attention, and

imitation. Hornstein (1982) says similarity leads to a feeling of "we-ness", which facilitates

"promotive tension".
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Krebs (1975) investigated empathy in a study in which perceived similar and dissimilar

others watched models playing a roulette game. For one group in each condition the game was

described as merely a use of cognitive skills. For the other group winning or losing resulted in

rewards and punishments (Le., an "emotional" condition) for the performer. Both similar groups

were more affected than either of the dissimilar groups, but the similar group watching the

performer in the emotional condition reported subjectively identifying the most with the

performer. This group also had the greatest increase in skin conductance, vasoconstriction, and

heart-rate acceleration while waiting for the other to receive punishment. The conclusion was

that cognitive understanding of the model's situation did not influence subjects as much as

identification with the other's emotional response to rewards and punishments. This identification

was apparent in measures of both physiological response and subjects' feelings. In similar

research, Rosekrans (1967) studied preadolescent boys watching a model, portrayed as similar or

dissimilar, playing a game and receiving rewards or punishments. The subjects then were given

the opportunity to play the game themselves. The results support what Rosekrans calls

empathic responses: if the subjects perceived the model as similar, they imitated him more

even when the model was punished. Again, this definition of empathy seems to be akin to

identification or imitation without necessarily thinking about the other's situation. Rosekrans

states that the perception of similarity leads to creation/maintenance of similarity. In this study

maintaining similarity seems more important than vicarious reinforcement; that is, attraction to

the model as a result of perceived similarity led to imitation (in order to maintain similarity) rather

than to vicarious learning, since the subjects imitated even when the model was punished. The

results of this experiment are particularly interesting in regard to contagion---one may imitate

emotional behaviors of a similar other even jf those behaviors have resulted in negative

outcomes for the other. That is, subjects do not necessarily understand or learn from the

model's situation.
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Kagan (1967) hypothesizes that in this kind of situation, focus of attention is the key

factor. According to Kagan, similarity leads to attraction, more positive feeling toward the model,

which results in more attention being paid to the model's actions (rather than to the

consequences of those actions, in this case). This could become a circular process: similarity

attraction-attention-imitation-more similarity-more attraction. The process does not necessarily

have to begin with a feeling of similarity or attraction: there also is evidence that when two

people's movements are coordinated during an interaction, more rapport is felt afterwards

(Bemieri, 1988, Cappella & Palmer, 1990), which lends support to the idea of a circular process.

Cappella and Palmer found that attraction felt after an interchange was accounted for by

behavioral similarity during the interchange, which in tum was influenced by attitudinal similarity

prior to interaction.

A Direct Relationship Between Similarity and Contagion

Bemieri's research suggests that it is not necessary to have a "positive feeling" about

another person in order for contagion to occur. Other research supports this; in several studies

contagion occurred between complete strangers and even after imitating disembodied sounds

(Hsee, et aI., 1991; Schalekamp, 1990; Uchino, in press). Perhaps contagion will occur with or

without similarity, but if one has "positive feelings" because the other is similar, contagion will

increase. On the other hand, research suggests that "positive feelings" may not be necessary as

a link between similarity and contagion.

Martin and Clark (1982) tested neonates to investigate which would cause the most

crying responses---the cry of another neonate, the baby's own cry, or the cry of an eleven-month

old. The results are not conclusive because different tape recordings may have differed in

sound intensity; however, infants cried the most in response to another neonate. These results

are strengthened by Thompson's (1987) findings that neonates react more strongly to another

neonate than to a synthetic cry of the same intensity and quality. Similarly, Zahn-Waxler,

lonnotti, and Chapman (1982) found that toddlers are more likely to react to another child crying
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than an adult crying. In these studies it appears that emotional contagion is more likely if at least

some aspects of the model, even just the quality of sound produced by crying, are similar to the

subject. Although the researchers may use the word "empathy" to describe these responses, it

seems unlikely that a newborn is responding with the same affect because of either

understanding or feeling positively about another newborn. Conscious perception of similarity

and positive feelings may not be necessary for increased attending and therefore increased

contagion.

Sociobiological theories add to the idea that there may be an innate emotional

attachment to those who are similar. According to some, one is more likely to behave

empathically toward kin because such behaviors will help to insure survival for one's genes

(Wilson, 1978). Similarity alerts one to the fact that what is happening to the other person may

be more important than what happens to dissimilar strangers.

To summarize the discussion thus far, there is considerable evidence that similarity will

lead to increased emotional contagion. First, similarity leads to attraction, liking, and there is

some evidence that liking promotes increased mimicry, which has been proposed as an

important mechanism of emotional contagion. Second, attraction resulting from perceived

similarity is associated with increased empathy, either through understanding of another's

situation or through attention and imitation of the other. This empathy leads to increases in

emotional response. Third, similarity without the mediation of attraction or understanding has

been shown to promote increased attention to and imitation of another's behavior. It may be

that all of these (liking, understanding, and direct imitation) can influence contagion in varying

degrees depending upon the context.

Dissimilarity and Repulsion

In the former discussion, the assumption was that variations in similarity and contagion

would be positively correlated, parallel to Byrne's findings that increases in similarity are

associated with increases in attraction. However, Rosenbaum (1986) presents another point of
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view which is important for the present research. He proposes that Byme's results are based on

tile fact that dissimilarity leads to repulsion, rather than similarity leading to attraction.

Rosenbaum found that similar subjects were no more attracted than controls, but that dissimilar

subjects were less attracted compared to controls, confirming a dissimilarity-repulsion rather than

a similarity-attraction relationship.

Smeaton, Byme, and Mumen (1989) answer that perhaps both theories are right. It may

be that we initially are repulsed by those who are very dissimilar, but then we range the others on

how similar they are. Once some aspects of similarity are confirmed, then the more similar, the

more attraction. Further, there is a positive bias such that one will assume that a similar person

is more similar than they actually may be. Similarity increases attraction, which increases the

perception of similarity, a circular process which can begin at any point, as proposed by

Rosenhan, Salovey, Karylowski, and Hargis (1981). On the other hand, research on interactions

following similarity manipulation tends to disprove the notion that subjects reject dissimilar

partners (Broome, 1983; McDermott, 1991; Sunnafrank, 1991). Sunnafrank found differential

effects of dissimilarity and similarity on ratings of attraction following interactions with strangers.

Interactions with dissimilar partners led to large increases in attraction; interactions with similar

partners did not result in equivalent increases (Sunnafrank, 1991).

Rosenbaum's research on dissimilarity and repulsion suggests an alternative to the

hypothesis that there is a continuous positive relationship between perceived similarity and

contagion. Perhaps instead only dissimilarity compared to a neutral group will affect contagion.

That is, neutrals and similar others may both experience equivalent degrees of contagion,

whereas those who perceive the model as dissimilar may experience less contagion. Or

perhaps, in accord with Smeaton, et al. (1989), one might experience more contagion initially

with a dissimilar model, because one is paying more attention. Finally, it may be that there are

differential effects for similarity and dissimilarity; perhaps similar subjects will experience
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emotions which are congruent with the model while dissimilar subjects will experience opposite,

discordant emotions.

Mcintosh (in press) discusses concordant versus discordant induction of affect. For

example, audiences watching a movie with a "good guy" and "bad guy" identify with the "good

guy", feeling happy when good things happen to him and sad when he is sad. However,

audiences tend to feel opposite emotions in relation to the "bad guy"; when this character is

defeated, they are elated. This effect was confirmed in a study by Zillman and Cantor (1977), in

which children felt concordant emotions with a person they were induced to like or feel neutral

about, and discordant emotions with the person they disliked. On the other hand, in a study of

people watching President Ronald Reagan, researchers found that both those who liked and

those who disliked Reagan mimicked him, with liking leading to greater mimicry; however,

opoonents imitated more negative than positive expressions (Bush, McHugo, & Lanzetta, 1986).

These seemingly contradictory results may be explained by the fact that one's own

emotions may disrupt or skew the process of contagion (Hatfield, Cacioppo, & Rapson, 1992).

In the movie example, the viewer's own emotion (happiness that the "bad guy" is foiled)

prevents him from catching the actor's emotion. (In addition, a moviegoer doesn't have to

moderate emotions so as to be socially acceptable. This also would explain Zillman and

Cantor's results, since the children viewed films of the model rather than actually seeing or

interacting with the model in real life. Further, immature subjects are perhaps less constrained to

be acceptably empathic with someone they dislike.) In the study using Reagan, it may be that

opponents were put in a bad mood by watching Reagan, and thus imitated his negative

behaviors more, in keeping with the notion that mood influences the process of contagion.

Although Hsee, et al. (1991) and Uchino, et al. (in press) found that emotional contagion occurs

for both happiness and sadness, the above studies suggest that similarity and dissimilarity might

have differential effects not only on overall contagion but on which emotions are likely to be

caught.
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Variables Affecting the Relationship between Similarity and Contagion

Although any number of variables affect emotional contagion, three were studied in

regard to their effect on the similarity-contagion relationship: individual variation in susceptibility

to contagion, cultural and ethnic background, and gender. These three variables obviously are

not independent of each other, although the possible effects of each will be considered

separately below.

Individual Variation in Susceptibility to Contagion

Is there a measurable characteristic, susceptibility to emotional contagion, that would

positively correlate with measures of contagion in an experimental setting? An "Individual

Difference Measure of Emotional Contagion" (Orimoto & Hatfield, in press) provides a self-report

method of rating susceptibility to emotional contagion (See Appendix B). The questions ask for

individual responses to five emotions (fear, anger, sadness, joy, and love) in addition to more

general responses to emotions of others. This scale is in the process of development; there is

preliminary evidence that responses correlate with actual emotional contagion in an

experimental setting (Doherty, in preparation).

For the present research the primary questions will be whether, first, the scale measures

susceptibility to contagion in this setting, and second, whether this characteristic affects the

relationship between similarity and contagion. One might hypothesize that those with high

susceptibility would be more likely to catch emotions whether or not they see the model as

similar. That is, the higher the susceptibility, the more contagion across similarity/dissimilarity.

However, perhaps high susceptibility to contagion is confounded with general sensitivity to

others, and those who score high would experience more contagion with perceived similar others

but would experience much less contagion than the norm if they perceive others as dissimilar, in

keeping with the dissimilarity/repulsion theory. On the other hand, those who are low in general

susceptibility may be more influenced by the similar/dissimilar dimension. That is, if one is not

particularly sensitive to others' emotions, perhaps whether one feels attracted to the other will
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have a greater effect than with those who are likely to always catch emotions under any

circumstances. In this case, the contagion scores of those who are low in susceptibility would

show greater variation across the dissimilarity-similarity dimension than the scores of those high

in susceptibility.

The Effect of Gender

In this culture women are stereotyped as being more empathic and emotional. The

research results generally confirm this stereotype (and lend support to the conclusion that the

stereotype influences how men and women are socialized in regard to emotion ---a self-fulfilling

prophecy). Buck, Miller and Caul (1974) found that women are better "senders" of emotional

messages than men, but not necessarily better "receivers". Wallbott (1988) confirmed that

women are better senders overall; however, the interaction between gender and the specific

emotion was significant. In a study using scenes from movies with professional actors, Wallbott

found that, while happiness is communicated equally well by both males and females, males

communicate anger more successfully while women are more expert at conveying fear and

sadness.

Ickes, Tooke, Stinnson, Baker, and Bissonnette (1988) studied communication in a more

naturalistic setting. Comparing same-sex dyads they found that the male dyads showed greater

similarity in thought-feeling content; however, this was because males expressed a narrower

range of feeling. They showed fewer nonverbal signs of emotion and seemed to monitor the

affective content of their communication. Schwartz, Brown, and Ahem (1980) obtained similar

results using facial electromyography (EMG). Women generally had EMG pattems of greater

magnitude than men and reported stronger emotions.

The Schwartz, et al. (1980) study implies that women in this culture simply feel more than

men; therefore they should be better at both sending and receiving a wide range of emotional

messages. At least one study confirms that women are more accurate receivers than men.

Rotter and Rotter (1988) found that women were superior at recognizing emotions, with one
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exception: males had better recognition for anger expressed by other men. It appears from the

above research that women in this culture allow themselves to feel and express most emotions

more openly than do men and that they are better at recognizing the emotions of others.

However, perhaps gender differences only occur in certain contexts. Hsee et al. (1991)

found no significant differences in emotional contagion between men and women viewing a

target person's expression of happiness and sadness. Further, although in some studies of both

same- and cross-gender situations women appear to send and catch emotions more adeptly than

men, other research indicates that similarity of gender affects emotional contagion more than

gender per se. In a study of first graders Feshback and Roe (1968, cited in Mcintosh, in press)

found more contagion between same-sex pairs than between cross-sex pairs. Previous research

also does not clarify whether perceived similarity of attitudes might interact with the subject's or

model's gender in regard to emotional contagion.

Variation Due to Cultural Differences

Cultural background almost certainly plays a role in how sensitive people are to others'

expressions of emotion. It is clear that people universally recognize distinctive facial expression

of specific emotions and universally tend to exhibit these distinct expressions when presented

with situations evoking particular emotions (Ekman & Friesen, 1975; Ekman, 1984). However,

display rules differ across cultures (Ekman, 1984). Some cultures do not condone as much

emotional expression as others. "Socialization can lead to a masking of the normal or

rudimentary behavioral and cognitive effects of emotional contagion." (Hatfield, Cacioppo, &

Rapson, 1992) There is very little research on emotional contagion across cultures. Wallbott

and Scherer (1986) found that although sadness was much more likely than any other emotion to

be felt in response to someone else's situation, the impact of other emotions varied across

cultures. In general, empathic responses were greater in Great Britain, Israel, Spain and Italy

than in France, Switzerland and Belgium.
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In the present study there were several possible sources of variation due to culture.

First, cultural differences might have contributed to measurement error when determining

whether or how much overall contagion occurs. Although subjects were alone and did not know

they would be videotaped, there may be cultural variations in facial efference, even without an

audience. Thus judges' ratings of the degree of subjects' emotions might have varied by the

subjects' culture, and might not have been consistent with subjects' self-reports. For example, a

subject may feel quite strongly but be judged as unemotional based on facial expression.

Second, subjects may report more or less contagion depending upon cultural norms for

verbalizing emotion.

Aside from measurement errors, actual differences in contagion were possible. If facial

efference based on mimicry is a mechanism by which emotions are caught, then is someone

more susceptible to contagion if they are from a culture which typically displays much emotion?

Are subjects from group-Oliented societies more likely to catch emotions? Or, in regard to

similarity, are subjects from some cultures less open to emotional contagion if the model is not

from their cultural group? That is, subjects from different cultures may respond differentially to

perceived similarity and to emotion expressed by someone of a different culture.

Summary

Based on the above discussion, the theoretical basis of this research is as follows:

Similarity alone or similarity mediated by attraction promotes increased attention to a model.

When the model exhibits strong emotion, attention leads to arousal, imitation, and emotional

contagion. The proposed study investigated whether emotional contagion of happiness and

sadness occurred in an experimental setting, and whether perceived similarity and dissimilarity

affected subjects' catching these two emotions. The hypothesis was that similarity would have a

positive relationship to contagion in both happy and sad conditions. The research evidence is

inconclusive as to whether dissimilarity will have a differential effect on emotional contagion;

however, it was proposed that dissimilarity would not lead to discordant emotions in this setting,
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and that there would be a continuous relationship between similarity and contagion: the dissimilar

subjects would experience the least contagion; the neutral subjects would experience a moderate

degree of contagion, and the similar subjects would experience the most contagion. Imitation of

the model and memory for verbal content of the videos were also investigated to determine

whether perceived similarity was associated with more mimicry and/or more attention to content,

and in tum, whether these were related to more emotional contagion. Susceptibility to contagion

as measured by the Emotional Contagion Scale was examined for its effects on contagion in this

context. Finally, effects of gander, foreign-bam status, and ethnicity were examined to

determine whether culture or gender influenced the other factors.

The major questions to be answered by this research were: 1) Does perceived similarity

increase emotional contagion? 2) Does the Emotional Contagion Scale predict contagion of

specific emotion? 3) Are there differences in contagion across gender and culture? 4) Are some

aspects of similarity and attraction more closely related to contagion than others? 5) Is similarity

or susceptibility more predictive of contagion? 6) Does the process of contagion appear to be

related to either attention to content or mimicry of the partner?

Method

Subjects

Subjects were recruited from introductory psychology classes at the University of Hawaii

at Manoa during Spring and Summer semesters of 1992. In class sessions, students were told

they would receive bonus points for their participation in the study and were asked to complete

three items during or after class: 1) an agreement to participate if chosen (Appendix A); 2) the

Emotional Contagion Scale (Appendix B), labeled "Interaction Scale" to avoid alerting subjects to

the purpose of the experiment; and 3) an Attitude Questionnaire (Appendix C). The subjects

then signed up for appointment times.

One hundred and fifteen subjects filled out complete sets of forms and signed up for

appointments. Depending on the time and day of their appointment, they were tested by Worker
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B (male) or Worker C (female). Although there was no random assignment to worker, the

subjects did not know which worker they would have when they signed up for their sessions.

Prior to the sessions, subjects were randomly assigned to one of three conditions;

similar, dissimilar, or control. Eighty-eight subjects actually attended experimental sessions.

One asked to be dropped after being debriefed, so final data were available for 87 subjects,

divided across groups and experimenters as in Table 1:

Table 1

Number of Subjects by Experimenter and Group

Experimenter

GrQ!!P B

Similar 12

Control 13

Dissimilar 10

TOTAL 35

C TOTAL

16 28

18 31

18 28

52 87

The Fake Attitude Questionnaire

Several methodological details of Byrne's research are important in regard to the fake

attitude questionnaire. First, for Byrne, minor discrepancies in attitudes between similar subjects

and their partners made considerable differences in the attraction measure. Byrne determined

that similarity (agreement or disagreement on an issue) and discrepancy (the degree of

agreement or disagreement) are partially independent factors, and that attraction is a positive

function of similarity-dissimilarity and a negative function of discrepancy. Thus the most

attraction should result from stranger's responses which are identlcalto the subject's. The least

attraction should result from responses which express not only disagreement but strong

disagreement.

In the present experiment, each attitude question had six possible responses, three

indicating slight to intense agreement and three indicating slight to intense disagreement. In
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accord with Byrne's formula, subjects in the similar condition reviewed an attitude questionnaire

filled out by th!:" researcher with answers identical to the subject's responses on the questionnaire

they completed in class (that is, responses varied neither in similarity or discrepancy). Those in

the dissimilar condition were given a questionnaire with responses which were opposite in

valence to their own, but not necessarily mirroring their intensity. That is, a subject might agree

mildly, but the "partner's" questionnaire would indicate strong disagreement, thus creating

maximum discrepancy as well as dissimilarity. To avoid subjects' questioning the validity of the

fake questionnaire, responses randomly indicated moderate to strong disagreement rather than

the strongest disagreement at all time. The control group was given no questionnaire; this group

was to test the hypothesis that there is a continuous linear relationship between similarity and

attraction and/or similarity and contagion.

As indicated in the previous discussion, Byrne and others doing research in the area also

raised questions relating to the importance and number of attitudes. In Byrne's research the

importance of particular attitudes to the subject (attitude content) had an impact only if the

proportion of similar attitudes was held constant. The actual number of attitudes (above a

minimum of six) did not affect the results for the research regarding similarity and attraction to a

stranger. Thus proportion of similar attitudes created the impression of similarity. In keeping

with these findings, the questionnaire used in this study contained ten items which were timely

and interesting to college students, but there was no attempt to determine how important the

attitudes were to the participants.

Experimental Procedure

Upon arrival at the experimental session, subjects were told they would be having a ten

minute conversation with a stranger. Anticipation of interaction was to lead subjects to focus

their attention on the stranger's attitude questionnaire, promote judgments about whether this

person was similar, and instill feelings of attraction or repulsion about the upcoming

conversation. All subjects were given a data sheet (Appendix D) with a picture and some basic
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data about their "partner" (all data sheets had the same information and picture.) They were told

to look over the data so they could be more comfortable during the upcoming interaction. The

data sheet was provided to give control subjects inconsequential data on which to based their

judgments about the partner, since they did not have the fake attitude questionnaire. The similar

and dissimilar subjects were also asked to read an attitude questionnaire which was attributed to

the partner. All subjects were also asked to complete the "Interpersonal Judgment Scale"

(Appendix E), described in the next section.

The experimenter left the room while similar and dissimilar subjects reviewed the

attitude questionnaire, and all subjects looked over the data sheet and completed the

Interpersonal Judgment Scale. The experimenter then retumed and stated that (s)he would

show the subject a video of the partner talking about themselves so the subject could get to

know them even better before the interaction. The tapes were those used by Hsee, et al. (1991),

and the videotaped partner was actually a confederate. The same videotapes were used for all

subjects, and the data sheet included a photo of the confederate taken from the videotape and

basic data about the confederate (e.g.,height and weight). The experimenter then led the subject

to a room with a hidden video camera. As s(he) left the subject alone to watch, the experimenter

turned on both the TV monitor and the hidden camera set up to tape the subject.

The videotape of the confederate consisted of two sections. In one, the confederate is

asked to recount one of the happiest experiences of his life. He describes a surprise birthday

party, and his facial expressions, gestures, and voice indicate great happiness. When asked to

relate one of the saddest experiences of his life, the confederate talks about his grandfather's

funeral. His voice, gestures, and expression are intensely sad. Each of the two segments is

about two minutes long. Two versions of the videotape were created, with the happy segment

either before or after the sad segment. Subjects were randomly assigned to view one or the

other versions to control for order effects.
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Immediately following each segment, subjects completed a questionnaire asking them to

indicate how happy and how sad they felt (Appendix F). Time was provided between segments

for completion of responses for the first video. (These ratings of emotion are describe in the

Measures section.) After viewing the tapes and indicating their emotional responses, subjects

were given a final questionnaire to assess their memories of the content of the model's stories

(Appendix G). Following completion of these questionnaires, subjects were debriefed and

released. After data were gathered on all subjects, judges rated facial expression and mimicry

as described in the Measures section.

Debriefing was uneventful. As indicated, one subject asked to withdraw from the

experiment after being told he had been taped. A few subjects indicated that they thought they

might be being videotaped, but none could see the camera or were certain of its presence.

Subjects were specifically asked if they suspected that the attitude questionnaires of the

"partner" were fake and if they guessed the purpose of the experiment. There were no

suspicions about the attitude questionnaire, and no one had a clear notion as to the intent of the

study.

Measures

The Emotional Contagion Scale

The Emotional Contagion Scale (Appendix 8, labeled "Interaction Scale") consisted of

38 questions divided among six subscales: Fear Anger, Sadness, Joy, Love and a General

factor. These subscales each had varying numbers of items, and several items were written with

somewhat confusing wording which resulted in many missing answers for those questions. A

revised scale was developed recently using only eighteen of the original items, with each factor

consisting of three items (Doherty, in preparation). Doherty reports that correlations are fairly

high among the items on each factor. The scale is still in the process of revision, and the factors

are not completely orthogonal. Appendix H presents the revised subscales and correlations

within factors as obtained by Doherty. Although scores were obtained on the original 38 items,
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the results reported here are based on the revised subset of eighteen items divided among the

six factors.

The Interpersonal Judgment Scale

The Interpersonal Judgment Scale (Appendix E) was designed to measure whether the

fake attitude questionnaires (similar and dissimilar) actually led to differences in perceived

similarity and attraction and whether these differences were significant in relation to the control

group. The ratings were also treated as independent variables related to the measures of

emotional contagion.

The scale is the same as Byrne's (1971) with one addition. Byrne's questionnaire asks

subjects to make judgments on six questions, each using a seven-point scale with 1 indicating

the most negative feeling, 4 indicating neutrality, and 7 the most positive response. Subjects

indicate whether they feel they would like or dislike the partner and whether they would like

working with the partner in an experiment. For Byrne these two questions are measures of

attraction, with four others (ratings of the partners intelligence, knowledge of current events,

morality, and adjustment) used as distractors to disguise the purpose of the questionnaire.

For this experiment the original two measures of attraction were used, and the four

"distractors" were averaged to create an "Other Judgments" score measuring a general reaction

to the person, akin to respect or esteem. Finally, an additional item asked subjects to indicate

how similar they believed the partner was to them. This question was added to Byrne's scale to

provide specific confirmation that perceived similarity/dissimilarity was actually achieved. Thus

four aspects of Interpersonal Judgment were assessed: Liking, Desire to Interact, Similarity, and

Other Judgments.

The questionnaire could not be given after the subject viewed the video because

subjects' perceptions of similarity to the stranger might be affected by the video. The

questionnaire itself may have altered subjects' perceptions of similarity and attraction; however,

according to Fazio (1986), instruments which attempt to ascertain people's attitudes generally
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have the effect of making those attitudes stronger because people think more about them. In

this setting, any strengthening of feelings of similarity or dissimilarity was considered to be a

benefit since the objective was to instill such feelings.

Subjects' Reports of Emotion

Subjects reported their feelings after seeing their partner describe a happy and sad

event. Along with judges' ratings of facial expression, these reports provided the measures of

emotional contagion. Modeled after the Borg ratio scale (1982), questionnaires were used to

create a Happiness Index for each subject on each segment. Hsee, et al. (1991) used this

procedure, which asks subjects to answer "How strong a happiness/sadness did you feel when

you watched the other person describe his happy (sad) event?" Responses could range from 0

(nothing at all) to 10 (extremely strong), as illustrated in Appendix F.

The Borg scale was constructed to enable researchers to compare subjective responses

with physiological measures. It has several important features: first, it makes use of adjectives

and adverbs which have been selected to have the same subjective intensities across subjects.

Thus "somewhat strong" has the same intensity in relation to "very strong" for all subjects; all

individuals have their own minimum and maximum in mind, and the designation "somewhat

strong" falls in the same place on each individual's scale of perception. (In studies using

physiological measures such as amount of exertion in bicycle riding, the physiological measures

support these subjective designations.) Second, the scale eliminates a ceiling effect by putting

the maximum intensity outside of the scale and creating more space within upper levels of

intensity.

After each tape segment (happy and sad) subjects circled a response for how happy they

felt and another response for how sad they felt, thus indicating both happiness and sadness for

each segment. For each segment a Happiness Index was calculated by subtracting sadness

ratings from happiness ratings. Thus each subject had two final Happiness Index ratings (one for

the happy video and one for the sad video) which could range from maximum sadness of -10
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(subject indicating 10 on the sad scale and 0 on the happy scale) to maximum happiness of +10

(10 on the happy scale and 0 on the sad scale).

For each video segment (happy and sad) one subject's scores were dropped because

the rating was unclear; thus 86 subjects' self reports of emotion were assessed for each

segment. (A few other subjects may have mistakenly confused their ratings of happiness and

sadness, since both ratings were on the same page for each video but sometimes in different

order. However, because these scores were not clearly errors they were retained.)

Judges' Ratings of Facial Expression

The second measure of emotional contagion was judges' ratings of the subjects as they

viewed the videotape. Similar to the Hsee, et al. (1991) experiment, videotapes of all subjects

were edited into one tape, consisting of the last 45 seconds of each segment (happy and sad) for

each subject. Because a few subjects either leaned forward or moved their chair out of view, the

total number of usable segments was 80 happy and 79 sad. Four female judges independently

viewed the tape (without audio). Judges were told that subjects were watching happy and sad

videos, but no information was provided as to which video a subject was watching, and happy

and sad segments were in random order. Each judge rated subjects' happiness and sadness for

each condition, using the Borg scale described above. For each subject in each condition, a

Happiness Index for facial expression was calculated by averaging the Happiness Indices for al~

judges.

For judges' happiness ratings, the average of all judges' scores was used as the measure

of happy expression. Correlations among all four judges ranged from .41 to .68, with the mean

for each judge between .49 and .60. The Spearman-Brown formula for effective reliability was

used (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1984) to calculate overall interrater reliability. The mean reliability

among all four judges was .53; according to the Spearman-Brown formula this results in an

effective reliability of .82.
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For sad videos, one judge was clearly divergent, with ratings correlated at a very low

level with the other three. That judges' ratings were dropped from the analysis, and the rating of

sad expression was the average of the ratings of the three remaining judges. The correlations

among these three judges ranged from .34 to .50, with the mean correlation for each judge

between .41 and .46. The average correlation was .43, and the effective reliability for sad

ratings was .69. (It should be noted that, according to Rosenthal and Rosnow (1984), dropping

the lowest-correlated judge should have been compensated for by dropping the highest

correlated judge. If this had been done, the effective reliability would have been .67. For

comparison, some of the results were calculated using the average of only the two middle

judges' ratings; some minor interactions (involving gender and ethnicity) were not significant, but

the results were in essence the same as those using the average of three judges' scores.)

Ratings of Mimicry

Several specific emotional behaviors in the videotape of the model were compared to

subjects' behaviors while viewing to determine whether more mimicry occurred for subjects who

perceived the model as similar. If similarity increases emotional contagion through more

automatic responses such as mimicry as well as through cognitively-mediated processes such as

understanding the person's situation, then subjects who perceive a model as similar should

mimic that model's expressions and gestures. This mimicry should occur at points when the

model exhibits the most intense emotional behaviors. Vaughan and Lanzetta (1980) describe this

as a "mimetic response..firne locked with the model's" with no time for "congruent imagery"

(p. 921).

Notation was made of what the confederate was saying when he exhibited three of the

most clear-cut, intense expressions in each of the happy and sad tapes. Twenty randomly

chosen subjects' tapes were assessed as follows to see whether imitation occurred: Subjects'

tapes were viewed with no audio. If the subject changed expression (suddenly smiling more or

less, frowning, looking up or down), the tape was backed up slightly. The audio was then turned
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on and the judge listened to what the confederate was saying just before and during the time that

the subject changed expression. If the confederate's words were those he used when emitting

any of the three previously chosen facial expressions, then the subject was rated as having

"imitated" the expression. (This method allowed less bias than forwarding the subjects' tape to

the same time that the confederate exhibited the expression and then looking for mimicry on the

subjects' part.)

Although the changes in facial expression were not always actual mimicry, this technique

provided a measure of immediate response to facial expression. Interestingly, the confederate's

intense expressions were not necessarily at the same time that his verbal content was most

emotional; for some expressions the intense verbal content came after the facial expression.

Thus signs of imitation were truly responses to facial expression rather than to verbal content.

Noting qualitative changes in facial expressions, a gross measure, was used rather than

trying to record specific muscle movements. Isaacs and Haggard (1966) report that the

"qualitative change" technique is more likely to result in useful information than attempts to

recognize changes in facial muscles as described by Ekman and Friesen (1975). At least some

research indicates that specific movements cannot be detected reliably without

electromyography (Cacioppo, Martzke, Petty & Tassinary, 1988). This was certainly true for the

videos obtained in this study. Blurred faces, heads tumed or looking down, and subjects

chewing gum or candy all contributed to difficulty in detecting any specific changes of

expression, much less specific muscle movements. Further, when changes were identified they

frequently were not coincident with the speaker's expression at the moments identified for

examtnation, and thus were not always rated as imitation.

There were three occasions for imitation during each video segment; thus a subject's

score on each segment could range from 0 (no evidence of response to the model's expression)

to 3 (evidence of response on each occasion). Of 20 subjects, 11 had a score of 0 for the happy
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video and 13 had a score of 0 for the sad video; thus there were only minimal findings of

mimicry under the conditions of the study.

Questions on the Content of the Videos

The content questionnaire assessed memory of details from the videos by having

subjects respond to multiple choice questions (e.g., What was the grandfather doing when he

died?). This was to gather evidence as to whether the person was attending to and

understanding verbal content rather than, or in addition to, focussing on the nonverbal behaviors

of the model. Three questions were asked about each tape segment (happy and sad); each score

could range from 0 (none correct) to 3 (all correct). These scores were treated both as

dependent variables (in relation to Emotional Contagion Scale scores, Interpersonal Judgment

scale scores, and experimental group status) and as independent variables (in relation to the

measures of emotional contagion).

Although a pretest indicated that questions were moderately difficult to answer, a large

proportion of subjects answered all questions correctly. The mean content score for the sad

video was 2.68 out of a maximum of 3; for the happy video the mean was 2.63.

Gender, Ethnicity. and Foreign Born Status

Information on gender, ethnicity, and foreign born status was obtained from the consent

form filled out by subjects prior to their experimental session. Gender and foreign born status

each consisted of two levels, with numbers of subjects as follows: Females (58), Males (29);

Foreign Born (8), Non-Foreign Born (79). Ethnicity had 10 levels: Black (1), Caucasian (13),

Chinese (8), Hawaiian-Part Hawaiian (2), Hispanic (2), Japanese (32), Native American (1),

Other Asian (8), Other Pacific Islander (2), and Other (18).

Chi-square tests were nonsignificant in regard to differences in proportions of gender,

foreign born, and ethnic categories across experimental group and in proportions of foreign born

or ethnicity across gender. (Due to small and extremely varied group sizes under the foreign

born and ethnic categories, these results should be interpreted very tentatively.)
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Order and Experimenter Effects

Coin tosses decided whether subjects saw the happy or sad video first, whether the

happy or sad Borg scale rating came first on the page for each video, and whether the sad or

happy content questions were asked first. The order of each of these was noted for each subject

and assessed in regard to subjects' reports of emotion and answers to content questions. As

indicated, the judges' tape presented happy and sad subjects in random order, and happy and

sad Borg scale ratings were listed in random order for judges. However, order effects were not

measured for judges' ratings.

For each subject, the experimenter (Worker B or Worker C) was noted, and the results

across workers were examined. Chi-square tests indicated no significant differences across

workers in the proportions of each experimental group or of gender, foreign born, or ethnic

category. (Again, due to extremely small numbers in some groups the chi-square results for

these groups are not necessarily valid.)

Statistical Analysis

The General Linear Models (GLM) procedure of SASc was the primary statistical

program used for this analysis. GLM provides valid analysis of variance when group sizes are

unequal, if attention is paid to the order of entering groups where applicable. The Studentized

Maximum Modulus/GT2 Test (SMM) was used for stepwise group comparisons. This test

controls the Type I experimentwlse error rate and accounts for unequal sample sizes. It is

somewhat more prone to Type II errors than other tests; however, Tukey and Dunnett tests

confirmed all SMM results.

Results

The results of this study support the hypothesis that similarity and attraction increase

emotional contagion of happiness, and in some circumstances of sadness as well. They also

indicate a significant correspondence between Emotional Contagion Scale scores and contagion

itself.
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Findings will be presented as follows: similarity manipulation results will be outlined,

followed by the initial results of the Emotional Contagion Scale. Overall evidence of emotional

contagion and the effects of similarity and attraction will be presented. Specific results for

experimental group and Contagion Scale scores will be summarized in regard to each contagion

measure (happy and sad subjects' reports and judges' ratings), along with main and interaction

effects of gender, foreign bom status, ethnicity, and worker. Content and mimicry results will be

presented and order effects reviewed. Finally, the impact of the Interpersonal Judgment scores

will be evaluated, since these factors help to explain the effects of the other variables.

Effectiveness of the Similarity Manipulation

As anticipated, the similarity manipulation was clearly effective. Scores on the

Interpersonal Judgment Scale were highest for the similar experimental group, lowest for the

dissimilar group, and midrange for controls. Taken individually, each factor was responsible for

a significant amount of variance across the three experimental groups, and comparisons of

group means revealed significant differences in the expected direction among all group means

for each factor (see Table 2).

Table 2

Interpersonal JUdgment Scores Across Experimental Groups

Total Similar Control Dissimilar Across Groups

M S.D. (N=28) (N=31) (N=28) ,2 F(2,86) P

Desire to Interact 4.43 1.26 5.39 4.45 3.43 .39 27.28 .0001a

Similarity 3.63 1.73 5.43 3.45 2.04 .67 73.10 .0001b

liking 4.79 1.30 5.86 4.87 3.64 .47 37.44 .0001b

Other Judgments 4.81 0.99 5.70 4.74 3.98 .50 42.37 .0001b

apairwise comparisons between groups were significant at p ~ .01.

bpairwise comparisons between groups were significant at p ~ .001.
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Of the four factors, Similarity scores were most highly correlated with experimental

group status, consistent with the fact that the manipulation was specifically designed to create

variations in feelings of similarity. The means across factors for control and dissimilar subjects

indicate that subjects in those groups had a tendency to rate their partners slightly higher on the

other measures than on Similarity.

While each of the scale factors measured a slightly different aspect of the subject's

response to his or her partner, Similarity generally had a high positive correlation with the other

Interpersonal Judgment scores. There were no main effects for gender, worker, foreign born

status, or ethnicity in regard to any of the Interpersonal Judgment scores.

The Emotional Contagion Scale

Table 3 presents the means and correlations among factors of the Emotional Contagion

Scale. The maximum score for each factor is 12 (a score of 4 on each of three items); the

minimum score is 3 (a score of 1 on each of three items).

Table 3

Emotional Contagion Scale Results

Correlations Among Factors

M SO Fear Anger Sadness Joy Love General

Fear 7.92 1.89 1.00 0.21 0.42*** 0.32*** 0.10 -0.06

Anger 6.84 1.34 0.21 1.00 0.21 -0.07 -0.11 -0.18

Sadness 7.59 1.40 0.42*** 0.21 1.00 0.27- 0.23* 0.08

Joy 10.04 1.19 0.32*** -0.07 0.27- 1.00 0.33** -0.07

Love 10.30 1.31 0.10 -0.11 0.23* 0.33- 1.00 0.33

General 9.58 2.50 -0.10 -0.22 0.00 -0.04 0.33 1.00

*~.O5 -~.01 ***~ .001

Emotional Contagion Scale scores did not vary significantly across experimental groups,

indicating adequate randomization among groups on these factors. Consistent with this finding,
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Emotional Contagion Scale scores also were nonsignificant across Interpersonal Judgment

scores. Correlations between all pairs (each Contagion factor with each Interpersonal Judgment

factor) were very low (from .01 to .20) and nonsignificant, and the combined scores for each of

the two scales were not significantly related to each other.

There were two significant main effects for gender which support previous research

indicating that women may be more susceptible to emotional contagion. The Emotional

Contagion Scale scores revealed that the females in this experiment viewed themselves as

being more likely than the males to catch both Joy and Sadness (Table 4).

Table 4

The Effect of Gender on Joy and Sadness Factors of the Emotional Contagion Scale

Female Male

Mean SD Mean SD F p

Joy

Sadness

10.24 0.89

7.93 1.28

9.61 1.57 5.73 .0189

6.90 1.42 11.69 .0010

In regard to foreign born status there were no main effects; however, scores on Joy were

significantly different across ethnic groups (,2=.34, F (9,76) =4.33, P=.0001). This may have

been due to extremely high and low scores by groups with only one or two members.

Finally, Worker C's subjects reported more susceptibility to anger than did the subjects

of Worker B (F=6.14, P=.0152). This appeared to be a random event, since it could not have

been the result of anything generating from the worker; the Emotional Contagion Scale was

completed before assignment to experimental group or scheduling with a worker. Further, this

was also the only difference between workers on contagion scores, the variance in anger scores

accounted for by worker was less than 6%, and ratings for susceptibility to anger did not have a

significant impact on any of the other variables.
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Evidence of Emotional Contagion

Subjects' Reports of Feelings

Previous research has shown that emotional contagion of positive and negative feelings

does occur in an experimental setting (Hsee, et aI., 1991, Uchino, et aI., in press). As anticipated,

in this study subjects felt happiness and sadness consistent with the content of the videos they

watched. Self reports of happiness following the happy video and sadness following the sad

video were approximately the same in intensity; the mean for the happy video was 3.61 and for

the negative video -3.70. Further, happy ratings were significantly negatively correlated with sad

ratings (F = 5.80, P = .0182); that is, if someone tended to feel strong (or weak) happiness then

they also tended to feel strong (or weak) sadness.

Judges' Ratings of Facial Expression

Judges' ratings of emotional expression were also consistent with video content. Clearly,

happy and sad facial expression as perceived by judges was associated with the happy and sad

videos, although ratings of emotional expression were far more subdued than self-reports of

feelings. The correlation between happy and sad judges' ratings was small but significant, and

negative (,2= 10, F = 8.31(1,77), P = .0051); in general, the sadder a subject appeared on the

sad video then the happier he or she appeared on the happy video. However, the mean judges'

rating for the happy video was .99, S.D. = 1.69; for the sad video the mean was -.60, S.D. =

1.03; judges tended to see slightly more intense emotion and perhaps a wider range of emotion

in subjects watching the happy video. Overall, then, both feelings and facial expression

confirmed that emotional contagion took place in the experimental setting and that those who

tended to catch happy emotion also tended to catch sad emotion.

The Impact of Similarity and Susceptibility to Contagion on Measures of Emotion

As Tables 5 and 6 indicate, the relationship between similarity and emotional contagion

was quite different for videos portraying positive versus negative emotion. The hypothesis of

increased similarity leading to increased contagion was confirmed for the happy video, whereas
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results for experimental group were inconclusive for the sad video. Analysis of the ratings for

each video will be presented separately.

Table 5

Subjects' Reports of Emotional By Experimental Group and Video

Similar (N=28) Control (N=31) Dissimilar (N=27) Across Groups

M SD M SD M SD F(2,83) P

Happy 4.93 2.42 3.25 1.99 2.71 2.79 6.30 .0028-

Sad -3.82 3.42 -3.84 2.92 -3.43 2.82 .16 .8508

** Significant at ~.01. Pairwise comparisons for the happy video were significant for

similar-control (p~.05) and similar-dissimilar (p~.01). The control-dissimilar

comparison was not significant.
Table 6

Judges' Ratings of Facial Expression By Experimental Group and Video

Similar Control Dissimilar Across Groups

# M SD # M SD # M SD F p

Happy 24 1.88 1.83 29 .91 1.62 27 .28 1.26 6.59 (2,77) .0023-

Sad 25 -.67 1.18 30 -.73 .85 27 -.36 1.11 1.05 (2,79) .3556

** Significant at p ~ .01. Pairwise comparisons for happy videos are significant

at p ~ .01 for similar-dissimilar and non-significant for similar-controi (p~ .06)

and control-dissimilar.

Subjects' Reports of Happiness

Similarity and subjects' reports of happiness. Reports of emotion following the happy

video were consistent with the major hypothesis. Perceived similarity had a positive relationship

to subjects' reported feelings of happiness. Across experimental groups similar subjects caught

the most emotion and dlssirnllar subjects the least. As indicated in Table 6 above, differences

across groups were significant; however, differences between means were only significant for
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similar-dissimilar and similar-control. In other words, the group that was induced to feel

attitudinally dissimilar to the partner did not vary significantly from the group that was given no

information on attitudes.

Emotional Contagion Scale scores and reports of happiness. Joy is the emotion most

clearly portrayed by the happy video, and the results of this study indicate that Joy was the

Emotional Contagion Scale factor most significantly related to subjects' reports of emotion

following this video. Table 7 reports univariate analyses of the Emotional Contagion Scale

factors in relation to subjects' Happiness Index scores for the happy video.

Table 7

Emotional Contagion Scale Factors' Effect on Subjects' Reports of Happiness

(Univariate analyses)

,2 F P

Fear .01 1.14 .2892

Anger <.01 .19 .6619

Sadness <.01 .15 .7006

Joy .13 12.33 .0007***

Love .06 5.23 .0248*

General (r is negative) .02 1.30 .2579

*Significant at~ .05 "Significant at p~ .01 ***Significant at~ .001

Subjects' reports of their tendency to catch Joy and Love were significantly associated

with their reported happiness following the video. (Although the General factor is negatively

correlated with happiness scores, the correlation was insignificant and was also consistent with

the fact that the General factor is also very slightly negatively correlated with Joy, as indicated in

Table 3 above.)

When subjects' ratings on the happy video were regressed against all Emotional

Contagion Scale scores, a significant effect was obtained (,2= .20, F (6,76) = 3.24, P = .0068).
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Thus the overall scale score was the best predictor of catching happiness. However, in this

regression only reported susceptibility to Joy and Love accounted for significant amounts of

partial variance, and when Joy and Love were entered together, Love was not a significant

independent factor. Susceptibility to Joy was therefore most associated with emotional

contagion for this video.

Gender differences in reported susceptibility to Joy were confirmed by subjects' actual

emotions following the happy video. There was a main effect for gender, with females reporting

significantly more happiness than males (Female Mean = 4.03, Male Mean = 2.83, ,2 = .06,

F (1.84) = 5.25, P=.0244).

In a two-factor regression, both experimental group (similarity/attraction) and

susceptibility to contagion were significant factors in relation to reports of happy feeling, and

each explained about the same amount of variance. A regression of subjects' reports of

happiness on Joy and experimental group resulted in ,2 = .26, F (3,81) = 9.36, P = .0001. Joy

was significant at p = 0003, and experimental group was significant at p = .0016. The

interaction term was nonsignificant.

Judges' Ratings of Happy Facial Expression

Similarity and jUdges' ratings of happiness. Expressions of happiness varied

significantly across experimental groups in the expected direction (see Table 6), although only

Similarity-Dissimilarity was significant as a pairwise comparison. Though much more restricted

in range, judges' ratings followed the same pattern as subjects' reports of emotion on the happy

video.

Gender, ethnicity, and judges' ratings of happiness. There was a significant positive

relationship between judges' and subjects' happiness ratings «(2 = .11, F (1,78) = 9.37 P = .003);

however, there were differences in this relationship across gender and experimental group.

Women's facial expressions revealed both more contagion and more congruence with their

feelings than did men's. Judges' ratings for females tended to be higher; the female mean was
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1.12 and the male mean was.72. Further, in a regression of happy self reports, experimental

group, and gender (,2= .35, F (11,68) = 3.31, P = .0011), experimental group (p = .0022),

gender (p = .0062), gender X happy self-reports (p = .0024), and happy self-reports X

experimental group (p = .0052) all had significant impact on judges' ratings. With experimental

groups collapsed males' reports of their happy feelings were not correlated at all with their facial

expressions (,2= .00004), whereas females' feelings and expressions were congruent (,2= .22,

F(1,51) = 14.76, P = .0003). However, the only experimental group for which happy scores and

facial expression were significantly correlated was the control group. For this group, the happier

the reported feelings, the happier the facial expression. The correlation was in the same

direction, although nonsignificant, for the dissimilar group. For the similar group, males' facial

expressions were less happy as their happy feelings increased, whereas females' expressions

were more happy, as expected.

Ethnicity also had a significant main effect on judges' ratings of happy facial expression

(,2 = .21, F (9,70) = 2.07, P = .0444). However, pairwise comparisons were nonsignificant or

meaningless due to small group sizes.

Emotion Contagion Scale scores and judges' ratings of happiness. In regard to judges'

ratings of happy facial expression, none of individual Emotional Contagion Scale factors,

including Joy, had a significant main effect, and a model including all factors was also

nonsignificant. Thus although susceptibility to emotion correlated significantly with subjects'

reported emotions, with groups collapsed susceptibility did not predict facial expression to a

significant degree. However, Joy's effect on facial expression varied across experimental

groups. In a regression on Joy and experimental group (,2=.25, F (5,73) = 4.88, P = .0007), Joy

x experimental group was significant (p = .0126). Joy did correlate significantly with happy facial

expression for the similar group; however the correlation was negative (r = -.4518). As the

similar subjects reported higher susceptibility to Joy, they facially expressed less Joy during the
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happy video. This was opposite to the relationship between Joy and facial expression for control

and dissimilar groups.

Subjects' Reports of Sadness

Similarity and subjects' reports of sadness. As indicated in Table 4 above, the

hypothesized relationship between experimental group status and subjects' self reports was not

supported for the sad video. There was a tendency for dissimilar subjects to be less sad than

controls and similars following the sad video, but differences across and between experimental

groups were not significant. There were no significant main effects for gender, foreign born

status, or ethnicity, and interactions of these variables with experimental group were

nonsignificant.

Emotional Contagion Scale scores and reports of sadness. Although the results for the

sad video are somewhat less obvious than for the happy video, the Emotional Contagion Scale

did predict contagion for the negative emotion portrayed in the sad video. Table 8 presents each

Emotional Contagion factors effect on subjects' reports of feeling after the sad video. Fear,

Sadness, and Love each had significant impact on the variance of sad reports. (Just as the

General factor had a tendency toward a negative impact on happy scores, it had an even smaller

tendency toward an overall positive impact on sad scores. The other factors all correlated

negatively with sadness ratings; that is, as subjects reported higher contagion their scores were

more negative on the Happiness Index, indicating more sadness.)

For sad as well as happy self reports, a regression on all Contagion scores was a better

predictor of subjects' feelings than any individual score. When all factors were entered together,

they contributed significantly to variance in sad feelings (,2 = .24, F(6,75) = 3.85, P = .0021).

However, the only significant factors in this model were Fear and Love. Although susceptibihty

to Sadness was significant in a univariate regression on sad feelings, the Sadness factor of the

Emotional Contagion Scale was significantly correlated with both Fear and Love (see Table 4),
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and when the effects of these two factors were removed, Sadness accounted for almost no

partial variance.
Table 8

Emotional Contagion Factors' Effect on Subjects' Reports of Sadness

(Univariate Analyses)

,2 F P

Fear .15 15.10 .0002***

Anger .01 1.19 .2780

Sadness .05 4.60 .0395*

Joy .03 2.29 .1338

Love .05 4.60 .0349*

General (r is positive) .01 .65 .4215

*Significant at p ~ .05 ***Significant at p ~ .001

On the other hand, Fear and Love were statistically rather independent of each other,

and each accounted for significant partial variance in reports of sad emotion, with Fear

contributing far more than Love. (The regression of sad feelings on Fear and Love resulted in

r2 = .20, F (2,83) = 10.10, P = .0001, with partial Sums of Squares of 113.11 (p = .0002) for

Fear and 32.29 (p = .0429) for Love. As will be explained in the Discussion section, these results

accurately represent the emotion portrayed in the video.

The effects of Fear and Love on reports of sadness did not vary by experimental group,

gender, ethnicity, or foreign born status. However, in regard to subjects' feelings after the sad

video, the effects of the General factor of the Emotional Contagion Scale were different for

foreign-born and non-foreign-bom. In a regression of sad self reports on the General factor and

foreign born status (,2 = .11, F(3,80) = 3.21, P = .03) the interaction term was significant

(p =.0038). The correlation between the General factor and sad scores was minimal and

negative for natives but high and positive for foreign-born SUbjects (,2 = .60. F(1,6) = 9.04,
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p =.0238). That is, the more foreign-born subjects reported general susceptibility to contagion,

the less sadness they caught (the higher their ratings on the Happiness Index).

Judges' Ratings of Sad Facial Expression

Although both feelings and expression revealed sadness associated with the sad video,

subjects' facial efference during the sad video did not significantly relate to their reported

feelings or to experimental group status. However, there was a much larger difference between

means for dissimilar and control than for similar and control, and the pattern of ratings was the

same as for subjects' reports.

Although there was no main effect for gender or experimental group and the interaction

of these two variables was not significant, it should be noted that for males in the control group

and for both males and females in the dissimilar group, facial expression and reports of sad

feelings were negatively correlated; the higher the reported sadness the less intense was the

facial expression.

With groups collapsed, facial expression of sadness was not significantly related to

Emotional Contagion Scale scores, either in univariate analyses or as a full model. However,

there were differences across experimental group, and for similar and control subjects,

Emotional Contagion factors were significant. In a regression on Fear, Love, and experimental

group (f2 =.24, F (8,71) =2.73, P=.0112), Fear and the interaction of Fear and experimental

group were significant factors in regard to sad facial expression. In the similar group, Fear was

significantly related to sad facial expression (f2 =.23, F (1,23) =6.84, P=.0155) and in the

control group, Love was a significant factor (f2 =.14, F (1,28) =4.86, P =.0358), with more

susceptibility associated with greater sad expression in each case.

Content Scores and Emotional Contagion

It was proposed that SUbjects who felt more attraction might pay more attention to the

partner and thus catch more emotion. Since the partner was expressing emotion both verbally

and nonverbally, questions were designed to assess whether the relationships between
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attraction, attention, and emotion were at least partially related to verbal content. The results

tend to support the view that more attention to verbal content (as indicated by accurate recall of

details) leads to more contagion. However, similarity and attraction may not always be

associated with more recall of content.

Differences across experimental groups were nonsignificant, and content scores were

not related significantly to felt emotion reported by subjects; however, sad content was related in

the expected direction to facial expression. Judges' ratings of sad facial expression correlated

significantly and negatively with content scores (,2= .22, F (1,80) = 9.36, P= .0030). As

hypothesized, the more accurate subjects were in remembering details of the sad video, the

more sad they looked (the lower their rating on the Happiness Index).

In addition to content's main effect on judges' ratings the interaction of gender and sad

content scores was significant (p =.0493 for the interaction term). This was an ordinal

interaction (content scores were negatively related to judges' ratings for both males and

females); however, the relationship was significant for females but not for males. Of course, if

males did not facially express much sadness, then even if sad content was related to expression

the relationship might not be significant.

Ethnicity also interacted with sad content scores to explain significant variance in judges'

ratings of sad expression (p for the interaction term = .0239). Across ethnic groups, correlations

between content and sad facial expression ranged from +.03 to -.80, with several groups left out

of the analysis because number of subjects was too small. Again, pairwise comparisons were

invalid or insignificant, however correlations for almost all groups were in the expected direction,

with more accuracy associated with more emotion.

These effects suggest but certainly do not provide conclusive evidence of a positive

relationship between content and contagion of sadness. Nonsignificant results may have been

due to the ceiling effect discussed in the Measures section.
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Finally, for the sad video, content had a positive relationship to all the Interpersonal

Judgment factors, and this relationship was significant for one factor. In contrast, for the happy

video, content had a negative relationship to all interpersonal judgments (although none of these

correlations was significant).

Imitation, Similarity, and Emotional Contagion

In regard to mimicry of the partner's specific facial expressions, it was hypothesized that

more attraction would be associated with more imitation, and that increased imitation would

correlate with higher contagion ratings. This hypothesis was partially supported. Imitation on the

happy video was significantly related to judges' ratings of overall facial expression (,.2 =.59,

F = 25.79 (1,18), P=.0001); subjects who gave more evidence of imitation were rated as looking

more happy.

Mimicry for the happy video also tended to vary as hypothesized across experimental

groups, although this was not a significant effect; dissimilar SUbjects tended to exhibit less

mimicry than controls and similar subjects. (Means were .2857 for dissimilar subjects, .8333 for

controls and .7143 for similar subjects.)

Imitation ratings for the sad video did not vary significantly across experimental groups,

and were not significantly related either to sadness ratings by subjects or to sad facial

expression.

There were no other effects found in relation to ratings of mimicry. As indicated in the

Measures section, mimicry was difficult to assess under the conditions of the study. Out of a

possible maximum of 3 for each video, the happy mean was .60, the sad mean was .42, and

there were many subjects with scores of O. Thus nonsignificant results may simply be an

indication of a poor measurement.
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Order Effects

No significant effects were found for the order of the happy and sad videos, the Borg

scale (Happiness Index) ratings, or the content questions for happy and sad videos. As indicated

above, judges' ratings were not analyzed for order effects.

The Interpersonal Judgment Scale Factors

The Interpersonal Judgment Scale scores provided a more detailed look at the

relationship between similarity, ettraction and emotional contagion, and also elucidated the

effects of susceptibility to contagion as a mediating variable. Interpersonal Judgment factors

were examined for their general impact on the contagion measures; in addition, this relationship

across groups and in regard to the Emotional Contagion scale was examined in an attempt to

explain some of the unexpected findings noted above.

tlappy Self Reports

As anticipated from the significant impact of experimental group status, each of the

Interpersonal Judgment Scale factors varied significantly with subjects' reports of happy emotion,

as indicated in Table 9. However, these results disguised more complex relationships between

Interpersonal Judgments and contagion.

Table 9

Interpersonal Judgment Ratings' Effect on Subjects' Reports of Happiness

(Univariate Analyses)

,.2 F (1,84) P

Desire to Interact .05 4.31 .0410*

Similarity .05 4.45 .0379*

Liking .08 6.99 .0098**

Other Judgments .08 7.21 .0087**

* Significant at~ .05 ** Significant at p~ .01
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When combined in one regression analysis, the four Interpersonal Judgment scores as a

whole did not account for a significant amount of variance (p =.07), and each did not contribute

significant variance with any others partialed out. Experimental group status alone explained

more variance than any combination of Interpersonal Judgment scores. The reason for this

became clear when Interpersonal Judgment scores' effect on contagion was examined in relation

to experimental group and gender.

For the control group, all Interpersonal Judgment scores had the expected positive

correlation with happy feelings; increases in each factor were related to more contagion of

happiness. However, for the similar group, increases in Similarity were related to less contagion

of happiness, and for the dissimilar group, all four Interpersonal Judgment factors had negative

correlations with subjects' reports of feeling (due to negative correlations for females). These

differences across experimental groups and gender led to significant interactions with one of the

Interpersonal Judgment scores. Subjects' happy reports regressed on Desire to Interact,

experimental group, gender, and their interactions resulted in,2 = .29, F (11,74) = 2.77,

P =.0046, with Desire to Interact (p =.0190), gender (p =.0156), Desire to Interact X

experimental group (p =.0315), and Desire to Interact X gender (p =.0262) all contributing

significant effects. (The three-way interaction was not significant.) The most notable effect

leading to these interactions was the negative relationship between Desire to Interact and happy

self-reports for dissimilar females. A near-significant interaction effect (p = .0545) was also

found for Similarity and experimental group in regard to reports of happy feelings.

Although Joy and experimental group had equal impact, Joy was more important than

any Interpersonal Judgment factor or combination of factors in regard to subjects' feelings

following the happy video. In regressions of reports of happy emotion, Joy explained far more

variance than the Interpersonal Judgment factors.
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Happy Facial Expression

Table 10 indicates that each Interpersonal Judgement scale factor had a significant

positive correlation with happy facial expression. All scores together also contributed significant

variance (,.2=.17, F (4.75) = 2.24, P = .0061).

However, as for self reports of happiness, the Interpersonal Judgment scores did not

relate to facial expression in a consistent fashion across experimental group and gender. Both

Similarity and Liking factors had significantly different impact across experimental groups in

relation to happy facial expression. In a regression on Similarity, experimental group, and their

interaction (,2= .27, F (5,74) = 5.45, P = .0003), all three factors were significant; and in a

regression of Liking, experimental group, and their interaction (,2 = .22, F (5,74) = 4.12, P=
.0023), Liking and the interaction term were significant. For dissimilar females, Liking had a

negative relationship to happy facial expression; for dissimilar males and females, Similarity had

a negative relationship.

Table 10

Interpersonal Judgment Ratings' Effect on Expressions of Happiness

(Univariate Analyses)

,.2 F (1,78) P

Desire to Interact .05 4.62 .0347*

Similarity .15 13.91 .0004***

Liking .13 11.70 .0010***

Other JUdgments .07 5.84 .0180*

* Significant at p ~ .05 *** Significant at p ~ .001

In combination, Similarity, Joy, and their interactions with experimental group had

significant impact on happy facial expression (,2 = .35, F (8,70) =4.62, P = .0001). In this

regression, Similarity and its interaction with experimental group had far more impact than

susceptibility to Joy and its interaction with experimental group. In other words, in contrast to the
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findings for happy feelings, happy facial expression was more closely related to similarity

judgments than to susceptibility to contagion.

Sad Self Reports

As indicated above, reports of emotion following the sad video did not vary significantly

across experimental group. This lack of relationship is explained by the different Interpersonal

Judgment scores' relationship to emotional contagion of sadness. In univariate analyses, no one

factor was significant, and a regression on all scores explained the most variance, but also just

missed being significant (,.2 = .11, F (4,81) = 2.39, P=.0573). However, three factors were

negatively correlated with sad self reports, which meant that for these factors, as expected, high

ratings were associated with more sadness (a more negative score on the Happiness Index). On

the other hand, increases in feelings of Similarity tended in univariate analysis to have the effect

of less sadness during the sad video.

Because Similarity had an opposite impact on sadness but was highly correlated with the

other Interpersonal Judgment scores, these scores were regressed with Similarity to determine if

the shared variance acted to suppress effects on sad ratings. This proved to be the case for

both Liking and Desire to Interact, and a regression of Desire to Interact and Similarity resulted in

a significant effect on sad feelings (,2 = .09, F (2,83) = 4.03, P = .0213). The nonsignificance of

experimental group status is partially explained by these findings; all Interpersonal Judgment

scores were positively correlated with experimental group, but they had opposite effects on sad

feelings.

In addition, three of the Interpersonal Judgment factors had varying effects across

groups. The influence of Desire to Interact varied by gender and experimental group. In a

regression of reports of sad emotion on this factor, gender, experimental group and their

interactions (,2 = .25, F (11,74) = 2.22, P= .0221), all main and interaction terms were significant

except Desire to Interact X gender. For dissimilar males, increases in Desire to Interact were
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related to decreases in sadness ratings; for all other groups, Desire to Interact was rather

strongly related to increases in sadness.

When sad self reports were regressed on susceptibility to contagion and similarity

scores, it became evident that subjects' feelings of sadness were more closely related to the

susceptibility measures. In a regression of Fear, Similarity, and Desire to Interact, all factors

were significant (,2= .22, F (3,82) = 7.59, P = .0002). However, susceptibility to Fear explained

more variance than Similarity and Desire to Interact combined. For both happiness and

sadness, then, the best predictor of how much emotion subjects would feel was their reported

susceptibility to contagion rather than their judgments of similarity and attraction to the partner,

although these judgments did explain significant amounts of variance beyond that attributable to

the susceptibility measure.

Sad Facial Expression

Like self reports, sad facial expression did not vary across experimental groups, and with

groups collapsed, no significant effects were found in univari~~p ::I1'!J:llysps or in a regression of all

Interpersonal Judgment factors on judges' ratings of sad expression. However, two of the

Interpersonal Judgment scores did have a significant effect on sad expressions when gender,

foreign born, and ethnic differences were accounted for.

First, in a significant regression of judges' sadness ratings on Similarity, gender, and

their interaction, the interaction term was significant (p = .0178). For women, Similarity

correlated -.34 with judges' ratings (F(1,51) = 6.83, P = .0118), whereas for men the correlation

was .22 and not significant. The interaction of Liking and gender was also significant (p = .0219

for the interaction term in a significant overall regression analysis); the correlation between

Liking and facial expression was -.33 for women (F(1,51) = 6.03, P =.0176) and .22 for men

(nonsignificant). Thus women followed the expected direction, looking more sad if they rated the

partner higher on Similarity and Liking; however, men tended to look less sad if they indicated

more feelings of Similarity and Liking. For men, perceived Similarity had the same effect on
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facial expression and reports of feeling, but this effect was contrary to the hypothesis. For

women, Similarity had differential effects on feelings depending upon experimental group;

however, its relationship to facial expression was consistent with the hypothesis that more

similarity leads to more contagion.

Finaliy, significant interactions for ethnicity and foreign born status contributed to a

rather confusing picture of the effect of Interpersonal Judgments on sad facial expression.

Because of the numerous interaction effects, it was impossible to determine whether

susceptibility to contagion or interpersonal judgments were more important in explaining

variance in sad facial expression.

The Interaction of Emotional Contagion Scale Scores With Interpersonal Judgment Ratings

Clearly both feelings and facial expression were related to Interpersonal Judgments, but

the effect of these judgments varied with little consistency across experimental groups, gender,

and other variables. Upon further examination, it was found that correlations between

Contagion Scale scores and Interpersonal Judgment ratings contributed to several otherwise

inexplicable results. Although the Contagion Scale scores were randomly distributed across both

experimental groups and Interpersonal Judgment factors, they were not always insignificantly

correlated with Interpersonal Judgment factors within each experimental group, or with these

factors within gender and experimental group. Within various groups there were significant

positive and negative correlations between Contagion Scale and Interpersonal JUdgment scores.

While these did not always result in significant interaction effects, they did appear to exert

considerable influence on the findings. When the correlations were positive, they served to

enhance the effect of both the Contagion Scale factor and the Interpersonal Judgment factor.

When negative, they led to results which were either insignificant or inconsistent with other

relationships. The following findings are especially important to analysis of the results:

1. The Similarity factor was significantly influenced by the Contagion factors of Fear and

Love interacting with experimental group and/or gender, and correlations with Joy were negative
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for some groups. (a) Similarity regressed on Fear, experimental group, and gender resulted in

,2 = .71, F (11,75) = 16.68, P = .0001, with significant effects for experimental group,

experimental group X gender, and Fear X experimental group X gender. Fear's relationship to

Similarity was negative for similar males and females and for dissimilar males. (b) Similarity

regressed on Love, experimental group, and gender resulted in ,2 = .69, F (11,73) = 14.45,

P =.0001, with significant effects for Love X experimental group, experimental group X gender,

and Love X experimental group X gender. Love's relationship to Similarity was negative for

similar males (r = -.8971), and both similar and dissimilar females. (c) Although these did not

lead to significant interaction effects, Joy and Similarity were negatively related for similar males

(r =-.4431) and less strongly but also negatively related for control and dissimilar females.

2. The Liking factor was significantly influenced by Sadness and Love interacting with

experimental group and gender. (a) Liking regressed on Sadness, experimental group and

gender resulted in ,2 = .56, F (11,75) = 8.81, P = .0001, with experimental group, gender,

Sadness and gender, and Sadness X experimental group X gender all significant factors.

Susceptibility to Sadness was negatively related to Liking judgments for males in the similar and

control groups. (b) Liking regressed on Love, experimental group and gender resulted in

,2 = .52, F (11,73) = 7.26, P = .0001, with Love, experimental group X gender, and Love X

experimental group X gender significant. Love was negatively related to Liking scores for

dissimilar males and females and for control group males.

3. Finally, in the group of dissimilar females all Interpersonal Judgment scores were

negatively related to susceptibility to Joy and to Love.

Summa!Y of Major Results

1. Perceived similarity and attraction, as indicated by experimental group, was significantly

associated with both subjects' and judges' measures of emotional contagion of happiness. There

were increases in contagion from dissimilar, through control, to similar groups. Experimental

group was not significantly associated with contagion of sadness in any clearcut fashion.
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2. Susceptibility to contagion was associated with subjects' reports of happiness and sadness,

with Joy being significantly related to happiness and Fear and Love to sadness. There were no

main effects of susceptibilities measures in relation to judges' ratings of happiness or sadness.

3. Gender differences were found for Emotional Contagion Scale scores and subjects' reports of

happiness. Females reported more susceptibility to Sadness and Joy, and reported more Joy

following the happy video. Females' reports of happiness were also congruent with judges'

ratings, whereas males' were not. Due to small group sizes, no major effects were found for

culture. 4. The Interpersonal Judgment Scale measures were all significantly correlated with

happy subjects' reports in univariate analyses, but the full model was not significant. All four

measures were positively correlated with happy judges' ratings in both univariate analyses and in

the full model. For sadness, Interpersonal Judgment Scale measures had varying effects,

although in general Desire to Interact had the most impact on sad self reports, and Similarity had

the most impact on judges' ratings of sadness. 5. Susceptibility ratings appeared to have more

impact than perceived similarity on subjects' reports of emotion. For the happy video, perceived

similarity was more highly associated than susceptibility with judges' ratings. 6. Content was

significantly associated with sad judges' ratings, and mimicry was associated with happy judges'

ratings; however, these measures probably were not reliable due to basement and ceiling

effects.
Discussion

As the Results indicate, the primary hypotheses of this study were partially supported.

The similarity manipulation was effective and experimental group status and/or Interpersonal

Judgments reflective of this similarity manipulation were significantly and positively associated

with emotional contagion of happiness. Emotional Contagion Scale scores were significantly

associated with contagion, as measured by subjects' reports. Although the results do not offer

support for differences based on culture, gender effects supported the hypothesis that women

catch more emotion.
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The findings are discussed below. Theoretical interpretation was difficult due to

numerous apparently random effects; however, in some cases the results support at least

speculative propositions regarding specific factors and processes of contagion. Following

detailed analysis of the results, future research methods and issues will be delineated, along with

implications of the findings for the field of social psychology.

The Initial Measures

Interpersonal Judgment Scale Scores

Providing people with fake attitude questionnaires, telling them they would be inten:cting

with the partner, and having them think more about the partner by filling out the Interpersonal

Judgment Scale were clearly effective mechanisms to instill the desired variations in perceptions

of similarity and feelings of attraction across experimental groups. Variations in Interpersonal

Judgment Scale scores clearly reflect experimental group status (Table 2). Perceptions of

similarity (the Similarity question on this scale) were positively and highly correlated with other

judgments; if subjects felt similar then they also felt they would like the person and they would

enjoy working with them. Subjects also felt similar partners were more intelligent, moral, well

adjusted and knowledgeable about current events. Perceptions of a high degree of similarity

thus were related not only to attraction (liking and desire to interact with the partner) but to an

overall halo effect in which judgments consistent with an initial impression (in this case, similarity

of attitudes) are made about many aspects of the person on the basis of very little information.

This effect was enhanced for dissimilar and control subjects. Their ratings on Liking,

Interaction, and Other Judgments tended to be higher than their perceptions of similarity.

Dissimilar subjects indicated that they clearly felt dissimilar (their group mean of 2.04 indicates

"dissimilar", as opposed to "somewhat dissimilar".) However, their other judgments, although on

the negative side of the scale and significantly lower than for the other groups, were not as

negative as their jUdgment about dissimilarity. Although they perceived the partner as dissimilar,

they expressed close to neutral impressions on the other factors. (With '4' as neutral and '3' as
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moderately negative, dissimilar subjects' ratings ranged from 3.43 to 3.98, with Desire to Interact

being the lowest of these scores.) Similarly, control subiects perceived the partner as very

slightly dissimilar (a mean of 3.45) but expressed neutral to moderately positive impressions on

Liking, Desire to Interact, and Other Judgments. Subjects in the control and especially the

dissimilar groups simply may have tended to be somewhat positive unless faced with clearly

negative information, or they may have been reluctant to be publicly negative about someone

with whom they thought they would interact. Finally, perhaps they genuinely were trying to feel

positive so that the interaction would go well.

Significant pairwise comparisons among all three groups on all the Interpersonal

Judgment factors indicate that, for this initial manipulation. the relationship between perceived

similarity of attitudes and attraction was continuous across levels of similarity. If dissimilarity led

to feelings of repulsion rather than similarity leading to feelings of attraction, control and similar

groups would not have been significantly different. If anything, the fact that subjects who rated

themselves as dissimilar tended to be less negative in tiieii other judgments indicates that they

did not feel repulsed, were trying not to feel repulsed because of the upcoming interaction, or

were not willing to publicly reveal their repulsion.

Although the Interpersonal Judgments Scale indicates a clear similarity-attraction

relationship, as noted above it also is a demand characteristic. The scale asks subjects to think

about their similarity to the other person and whether they would like or want to interact with that

person. If the scale had not been provided these issues might not have occurred to subjects,

and the effects of the similarity manipulation on contagion might have been different. On the

other hand, subjects were told repeatedly that they would have a conversation with the partner;

this was the gist of the experiment as described to subjects, At the least, this presumably would

have led subjects focus on the partner and to think about how that interaction would go, even if

they were not asked a specific question about their attraction to the partner.
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Emotional Contagion Scale Scores

Three noteworthy findings arose in regard to the initial results of the Emotional

Contagion Scale for this group of subjects (Table 3). First, the means indicate that subjects

tended to report more susceptibility to positive emotions (Love and Joy) than to negative

emotions (Fear, Anger, and Sadness). The least socially desirable emotion, Anger, is the factor

with the lowest score. This is consistent with theories regarding mood repair or mood

maintenance strategies. Non-depressed adults tend to think and behave in ways that will help

them maintain a good mood or repair a bad mood. If faced with negative emotion, one or more

of several strategies may be called into play. First, perhaps subjects really do not pay as much

attention to avoid feeling bad, and thus they simply would experience less of any aspect of

contagion. Second, their facial expression and autonomic system may respond when confronted

with negative emotion, but they may misinterpret these cues and thus do not experience the

subjective feeling, again, to avoid a bad mood. On the other hand, subjects may misremember

instances of catching negative emotion, especially if they are asked to recall these instances

when they are in a relatively good mood. Finally, SUbjects may catch just as much negative as

positive emotion, but for self-presentation reasons they may underreport how much they catch

socially undesirable emotion.

The second notable aspect of the Contagion Scale results is the clear difference

between genders on Sadness and Joy. While there were also main effects for ethnicity and

experimenter, they appear to have been chance events or due to extreme scores in very small

groups. However, the gender differences support previous research indicating that women in

this culture may be more susceptible to emotional contagion. These differences are reflected in

the measures of actual contagion, discussed below.

The third aspect of the findings is in regard to the Contagion Scores' relationship to

Interpersonal Judgment Scores. It was noted that the Emotional Contagion Scale scores did not

vary significantly in relation to experimental group or Interpersonal Judgment Scores. This was
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expected and would follow from the fact that the Contagion Scale was administered at least a

week prior to providing the fake questionnaires and the Interpersonal Judgment Scale, and in

tum, interpersonal judgments were made prior to subjects' viewing the videos. There was no

opportunity for actual contagion (and thus differences in susceptibility) to affect judgments of the

partner. It was also suggested that susceptibility to contagion might differentially affect actual

contagion across experimental groups, and this occurred to some extent, as will be discussed

below.

However, the unexpected aspect of the Contagion Scale scores was in regard to the

various correlations with Interpersonal Judgment factors, for specific experimental groups or

gender within experimental group. As noted, when correlations between a Contagion Scale

factor and an Interpersonal Judgment factor were positive for some group of subjects, the

relationship of each of these factors to actual contagion measures was exaggerated for those

SUbjects; when negative, either insignificant or opposite effects were observed. In either case,

these relationships confounded the effects of all the independent variables on the dependent

measures.

The Impact of Similarity and Susceptibility on Emotional Contagion

Emotional contagion obviously occurred in this setting. Subjects reported happiness and

judges saw happy expressions during the happy video, and sadness was reported and expressed

facially during the sad video. Overall, happy and sad means for subjects' reports were very

close in intensity, indicating that subjects caught negative emotion as much as positive emotion.

This may contradict the proposition that subjects use mood maintenance strategies to avoid

feeling negative emotion; however, judges did tend to see more intense facial expression of

happiness than sadness.

The measures of emotional contagion were related to both similarity/attraction and

susceptibility to contagion. However, different factors affected feelings versus facial expression

and happiness versus sadness.
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Emotional Contagion of Happiness

Results for the happy video clearly support the major hypothesis; across experimental

groups there was a continuous positive relationship between perceived similarity (as indicated by

experimental group status) and happy emotion (Tables 5 and 6). This was a significant

relationship for both subjects' reports of feeling and judges ratings of facial expression, although

judges' ratings were far more restricted in range.

There were significant pairwise differences between similar and dissimilar subjects for

both self-reports and judges' ratings; and a significant difference between similar and control

groups for self-reports (and this difference was close to significant for judges' ratings).

Comparison between control and dissimilar subjects were in the hypothesized direction but were

not significant. At first glance, this finding supports the view that dissimilar subjects were not

repulsed (that is, they did not have extreme negative feelings which would have led to

experiencing significantly less happiness than controls). On the contrary, in the presence of a

happy person, negative judgments of that person appeared to exert less of a subduing effect on

contagion than positive feelings exerted an enhancing effect. The theoretical bases for these

findings are discussed below. However, a more detailed analysis indicates that this conclusion

may be faulty.

Subjects' reports of happiness. If only the effect of experimental group is considered,

subjects' reports indicate that dissimilar subjects actually catch more emotion than might be

expected, considering the negative judgments they have made. While dissimilar subjects'

Interpersonal Judgment scores were significantly different from controls, their ratings of

happiness were not. This is consistent with the results of the communication studies which

indicate that during interactions following a similarity manipulation, dissimilar subjects feel a

dramatic increase in attraction (Sunnafrank, 1991). Those who are forced to interact with a

dissimilar partner and reinforced by the interaction (i.e, if that interaction is primarily positive)

become far more positive in their feelings toward the partner. In the present study, subjects were
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in a process of interaction with, seeing and being affected by, the partner even though they were

not in a position to respond verbally. The happy videotape provided reinforcement for the

dissimilar subjects if they paid only a little attention and caught a little emotion. Presumably this

would lead to more attention and more contagion; if reinforcement leads to increased attraction

then dissimilar subjects' judgments and responses are, in essence, moving toward those of

similar subjects (and therefore closer to controls) during the course of the video. In other words,

the video was not just something happening to a static subject; as soon as the video began, the

dissimilar subject's relationship to the partner changed.

There is an alternative (or additional) explanation for dissimilar subjects catching more

emotion than might be expected. According to Smeaton, et al. (1989), extreme dissimilarity

causes one initially to pay more attention to a stranger, looking for aspects of similarity. The

dissimilar group may have paid attention initially because they were searching for similarity in

the partner, and continued to pay attention as they found commonalities. (This does not

contradict the notion that they also paid attention because they were receiving reinforcement

from contagion of happy emotion.)

However, experimental group status was not the only independent variable which

affected subjects' self reports. The Emotional Contagion Scale and the Interpersonal Judgment

Scale scores also were related significantly to feelings of happiness, Like experimental group

status, the Emotional Contagion Scale's effect on happy self reports was quite clear-cut. Joy

was the factor most highly associated with feelings following the happy video. When regressed

together Oil happy self reports, susceptibility to Joy and experimental group status each

accounted for equal and significant amounts of independent variance.

The Interpersonal Judgment Scores' relationship to subjects' reports presented a more

confusing picture. All factors were significantly and positively related as expected to happy self

reports; however, in regressing Interpersonal Judgments with experimental group on these

reports, interactions of the Similarity and Desire to Interact factors pointed to differential effects.
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Most notably, for the similar experimental group, Similarity had a negative relationship to happy

scores, and for the dissimilar group all Interpersonal Judgment Scores had a negative

relationship to this contagion measure. Upon further investigation, it appears that these effects

were due to interactions of Emotional Contagion scores with experimental group and gender in

relation to some of the Interpersonal Judgment scores, as follows:

First, the Similarity judgments varied significantly, as indicated, across experimental

group. However, they also varied significantly with scores on Love interacting with experimental

group and with gender within experimental group. Love and Similarity were negatively

correlated for men and women in the similar experimental group and for women in the dissimilar

group. Joy and Similarity were also negatively (although nonsignificantiy) correlated, for similar

males and dissimilar females.

Second, Love, Joy, and Similarity each accounted for significant amounts of variance in

reports of happy emotion; however, Love's effect was included in the effect for Joy, and

susceptibility to Joy had much more impact on happy feelings than did Similarity. (In a

regression of Joy and Similarity on happy self reports, the partial sum of squares for Joy was

over twice that for Similarity.) Since Joy was positively and strongly correlated with happy self

reports, but negatively correlated with Similarity scores for some groups, the result was that for

these groups Joy had a positive correlation and Similarity a negative correlation with happy self

reports. Thus Similarity had a negative relationship to happy feelings for the similar and

dissimilar experimental groups.

For the dissimilar group, the negative relationship of the other Interpersonal Judgment

scores with happy feelings can be explained in the same way: Joy had a negative relationship to

every Interpersonal Judgment factor for females in the dissimilar experimental group; these

effects led to negative correlations with happy self reports for all of these factors within the

dissimilar group as a whole.
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These seemingly chance correlations are important to the results found for experimental

group status because they limit the theoretical explanation of these results. It was noted above

that dissimilar subjects were not as different from controls as might be expected based on their

Interpersonal Judgment scores, and theoretical explanations were provided for why this might be

so. However, the statistically-based explanation is that since the Interpersonal Judgment scores

were highly correlated with experimental group status, they confounded the impact of

experimental group status for the dissimilar group because they were negatively correlated with

happy self reports. The more negative the judgments about perceived similarity and attraction,

the higher the susceptibility to Joy, and the more contagion (since contagion was far more highly

correlated with susceptibility to Joy than with the Interpersonal Judgments). Thus for the

dissimilar group of subjects, lack of contagion due to negative jUdgments was attenuated, and

the dissimilar group's reports of happiness were more close than expected to the controls.

Because there appears to be no meaningful explanation for the negative correlations

discussed above, the theoretical interpretations for differences in happy reports across

experimental groups are not adequately supported by the data.

Judges' ratings of happiness. For facial expression of happiness there were again

confounding effects. In the first instance, the results seem clear-cut. If only experimental group

status was considered, there was a significant effect for similarity on facial expression of

happiness. As hypothesized, the more perceived similarity, the more contagion of happiness.

With groups collapsed, facial expression was significantly correlated with subjects' reports of

happiness, as anticipated. While not significant in univariate analysis, there was also a

difference between female and male mean ratings, with females showing more happy

expression, consistent with the Emotional Contagion Scale results indicating females are more

susceptible to contagion and with previous studies indicating that females reveal more emotion

than males.
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However, with groups collapsed the Emotional Contagion Scale results appeared at first

to have no relationship to facial expression of emotion. Upon further investigation, Joy was

found to have a negative correlation with facial expression of happiness for the similar group.

This effect seemed quite strange in view of the significant positive impact of Joy on subjects'

reports and the significant correlation between subjects' and jUdges' ratings. Theoretically this

result might be interpretable, since facial expression is affected by different factors than self

reports. Again, however, theoretical interpretations are undermined by analyzing results at

another level. The results for expenmental group alone disguised the negative relationship of

all Interpersonal Judgments to happy facial expression for dissimilar subjects. (The explanation

provided above for these effects in regard to happy self reports is valid for facial expression as

well.)

Second, the significant positive relationship between self reports and facial expression

did not hold across experimental groups and gender. With experimental groups collapsed,

males' feelings and facial expression were not related, and if experimental group was

considered, males in the sirnflargroL,;p had facial expressions which correlated negatively with

their reports of emotion. Only the control group had a strong positive relationship between self

reports and facial expression (although the direction was also positive for the dissimilar group).

These effects do not necessarily support the view that males do not reveal what they are feeling.

Rather, they again appeared to be due to correlations with susceptibility to contagion scores.

It was noted above that for similar males the relationship between Joy and Similarity was

negative. Because Joy was the more important factor in regard to subjects' reports of emotion,

this factor had a positive relationship to similar males' reports; consequently Similarity had a

negative relationship to these reports. However, for facial expression, Similarity was a more

important factor than susceptibility to Joy. Thus for similar males, Similarity and facial

expression were positively related as expected. However. this led to the two unexpected results.

First, since Similarity was negatively related to reports of feelings but positively related to facial
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expression, feelings and facial expression became negatively related to each other for similar

males. Second, since Similarity and Joy were negatively related and Similarity had a positive

relationship to facial expression, Joy had a negative relationship to facial expression for similar

males.

This also explains why Joy did not have a significant impact on facial expression with

groups collapsed; the strong influence of the above effects for similar males led to a negative

relationship between Joy and facial expression for the similar group as a whole, while the

relationship for control and dissimilar subjects was positive. It seems reasonable to conclude

that if there were no coincidental negative relationship between Joy and Similarity for similar

males then, in fact, susceptibility to Joy would have had a positive effect on facial expression of

emotion across all groups, and might thus have been a significant main effect. Further, males'

feelings and facial expression might have been congruent.

This analysis of contagion during the happy video points out that, at least in this setting,

facial expression and reports of feelings were differentially influenced by the independent

variables. For reports of felt emotion, susceptibility to contagion overrides judgments about

perceived similarity; the better predictor of how much emotion a subject will feel when viewing a

happy partner is the subject's evaluation of whether they catch happy emotion, rather than their

perceptions about the partner's similarity. On the other hand, perceptions of similarity and

judgments deriving from these perceptions may be better predictors of whether subjects will

facially express happiness.

Emotional Contagion of Sadness

Experimental group status based on the attitude similarity manipulation was not

significantly related to contagion of sadness during the sad video. This was true for both

subjects' reports and judges' ratings (Tables 5 and 6). Both self reports and ratings of facial

expression tended to partially confirm the major hypothesis; dissimilar subjects tended to catch

less emotion than controls and simi lars (their mean was lower than the control group for both self
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reports and judges' ratings); however, similar subjects were very close to controls; if anything

there was a tendency for similar subjects to facially appear less sad than controls. In a negative

emotional situation, negative judgments about similarity and attraction to the partner may be

associated with less contagion more than positive judgments are associated with more

contagion. On the other hand, it should be noted that although they revealed less negative

emotion than controls, dissimilar subjects clearly did not feel discordant emotion as some

research would suggest (Mcintosh, in press); they were certainly not M.Im! when viewing the sad

video as they might be if the "bad guy" in a movie were foiled.

Subjects' reports of sadness. As noted in the Results section, the nonsignificance of

experimental group on subjects' reports of sadness is explained by the fact that the Interpersonal

Judgment factor of Similarity had an effect opposite to the other factors, although all four factors

were highly correlated with experimental group status. If the opposite effect of Similarity'S

shared variance was removed from Desire to Interact, then Desire to Interact was significant in

regard to contagion of sadness.

The Emotional Contagion Scale factors of Fear, and to a lesser extent Love, had a more

clear-cut relationship to reports of emotion following the sad video than did judgments of

similarity and attraction. (The appropriateness of these specific Emotional Contagion factors in

relation to the sad video will be discussed below.) The effects of these factors did not vary

across experimental group or gender. Susceptibility to Fear had more impact on sad feelings

than any other variable; when Fear was regressed with Similarity and Desire to Interact each

factor accounted for a significant amount of variance, but Fear had more impact than the other

two factors combined.

Again, a closer look at Contagion Scale and Interpersonal Judgment scores revealed

why Similarity had a negative impact on sad feelings. The three-way interaction of Fear,

experimental group, and gender was significant in a regression on Similarity. Fear and Similarity

were negatively correlated for females and males in the similar experimental group and for
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males in the dissimilar group. It was noted above that Similarity was also negatively correlated

with Love for males in the similar group. Since Fear and Love were positively correlated with

sadness ratings by subjects, their negative correlations with Similarity led to a negative

relationship between Similarity and sad feelings. (For both happy and sad videos, then, the

Contagion Scale factor was more closely linked to reported feelings than was the Interpersonal

Judgment factor; susceptibility to Joy and Fear were more important in explaining variance on

happy and sad facial expression than were the subjects' judgments about how similar the partner

was.)

It should be noted that Desire to Interact and Fear were also negatively correlated for

dissimilar males, and this led to interaction effects of Desire to Interact, gender and experimental

group in regard to sad reports. (Desire to Interact had a significant relationship to sad scores

only when either these interactions or its shared variance with Similarity was taken into account.)

Liking and Fear and Other Judgments and Fear were also negatively correlated for dissimilar

males, although these correlations did not result in significant interactions. All of these effects

contributed to experimental group's nonsignificance with regard to sad feelings; however,

perceptions of similarity and attraction as measured by Interpersonal Judgment scores were

significant if interactions with experimental group and gender were partialed out. That is, if the

chance correlations noted above were accounted for, then these judgments are associated with

more contagion.

Judges' rating of sadness. Judges' ratings of sadness, like subjects' reports, had a

nonsignificant relationship to experimental group status. Although means across experimental

groups followed the same pattern as those for subjects' reports, facial expression was not

significantly correlated with reports of sad feeling. Interpersonal Judgment factors, and these

factors interacting with experimental group, were also nonsignificant. However, Similarity and

gender each explained significant variation in facial expression if they were regressed together,

and a regression of Liking, gender, and their interaction was significant, with gender and the
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interaction term both significant factors. In both cases, the Interpersonal Judgment factor was

significantly negatively correlated with sad facial expression for women, and nonsignificantly but

positively correlated with sad facial expression for men. That is, as women perceived

themselves to be more similar to the partner and liked the partner more, they revealed more

sadness (scored lower on the Happiness Index), as expected; however, as men made more

positive judgments of the partner they showed less sadness in their faces. This may indicate

that, as reported by Ickes, et al. (1988), men not only reveal less emotion nonverbally but also

monitor their emotional efferences. However, it is likely that these effects were due to significant

correlations between Contagion Scale and Interpersonal Judgment scores as noted for subjects

reports of sadness.

As indicated in the results, Fear and Love did not have as much impact on facial

expression as on subjects' reports for the sad video. Although the effects of these factors were

in the same direction across all experimental groups, the degree of influence varied, and only a

regression of Fear, Love, experimental group, and their interactions was significant. (Even in

this regression only Fear and Fear X experimental group were significant factors.) This may be

because Fear and Love were negatively correlated with so many Interpersonal Judgment scores.

Except for the results just noted, neither the Contagion factors nor the Interpersonal Judgment

scores had enough impact on sad facial expression to overcome the contradictory effects of

these negative correlations; consequently there was a dirth of significant results for this

contagion measure.

The Interpersonal Judgment Scores: Additional Comments and Summary

In general, analysis of the Interpersonal Judgment Scores in relation to the dependent

variables was extremely helpful in pointing out significant effects for similarity and attraction

when experimental group status was nonsignificant. This analysis also revealed the many

chance correlations which explained otherwise uninterpretable effects such as Joy's negative

relationship to happy facial expression for the similar group.
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The intention was to assess the specific Interpersonal Judgments' impact on contagion

for happiness and sadness to determine whether perceived similarity per se or other attraction

measures were most highly correlated with contagion, and whether these relationships varied

with emotional valence and the aspect of contagion (facial efference or reports of feelings).

Univariate analyses did not provide the best measures of impact due to numerous chance

correlations within experimental groups and gender. However, both Desire to Interact and

Similarity contributed to significant interactions with experimental group and/or gender. With

these interactions partialed out, Desire to Interact was the Interpersonal Judgment factor

explaining the most variance in SUbjects' reports of sad emotion, and Similarity explained the

most variance in judges' ratings of both sad and happy facial expression. It seems worthwhile to

offer tentative hypotheses for these findings, especially since these hypotheses are supported by

previous research.

First, Desire to Interact was the Interpersonal Judgment Scale factor most highly

correlated with negative feelings as reported by subjects. As mentioned above, the subjects

presumed that they would be interacting with the partner. To the extent that they looked forward

to the interaction, they appear to have paid more attention and caught more emotion, even if this

made them feel bad. In other words, reported contagion increased in relation to the hope of

future rewards from interacting with this person. To the extent that subjects were anticipating

reinforcement in the future they caught negative emotion in the present.

There are several interesting aspects to this interpretation, all of which are based on

viewing the contagion setting as not just an initial response to a stranger, but as a potentially

longer-term process of interaction. First, it relates to the idea of quid pro quo in intimate

relationships. One is willing to put up with negative interactions, hard times, selfish decisions on

the part of one's intimate partner if one anticipates future occasions when the partner will be

associated with more rewarding interactions (Clark (1984), cited in Brehm and Kassin, 1989).

This is similar to Aronson and Worchel's (1966) thesis that the feeling that one will be evaluated
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positively, rather than a feeling of similarity per se, is the strongest influence on attraction to

another. Second, it relates to sociobiological theories which indicate that one is more likely to

empathize with one's biological kin (Wilson, 1978). Even if this empathy leads to negative

emotion, it is also associated with positive interactions, in fact with cooperation that insures

survival. Perhaps empathy with similar others who are in distress has more to do with hopes for

future interaction than perception of similarity.

Facial expression, however, may have been more closely related to judgments about

similarity than judgments about future interaction. This may indicate that facial expression is

more influenced by direct mimicry, whereas self reports are more influenced by interpretations of

facial feedback and autonomic reactions and thoughts about those interpretations. As indicated

in the review of previous research, similarity, per se, may lead to imitation. For example, infants

imitate crying by similar infants (Martin and Clark, 1982). Further, Rosekrans (1967) showed that

subjects imitate similar others even when the similar others are punished. Although the mimicry

ratings offered scant support for imitation as a factor in contagion, these ratings were

significantly related to facial expression of happy emotion. It may be that subjects were more

likely to imitate the partner if they simply perceived the partner as more similar and thus

identified with him, rather than being attracted in the sense of liking or looking forward to

interaction.

The Emotional Contagion Scale: Additional Comments and Summary

As indicated above, the Emotional Contagion Scale results are consistent with actual

emotional contagion across situations and subjects. First, all factors as a whole relate

significantly to subjects' reports of emotion for both the happy and sad videos. That is, the

overall scale accurately measures susceptibility to contagion; the higher the scale score, the

more emotion will be caught. Second, the factors themselves are accurate predictors of whether

specific emotions will be caught.
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Specific Contagion Factors and Subjects' Reports of Emotion

For subjects watching the happy video, Joy was the Emotional Contagion Scale factor

which best predicted whether subjects would feel happy (Table 7). The higher the rating on

susceptibility to Joy, the more happiness subjects reported after the happy video. This did not

seem to be just a case of positive factors influencing positive emotions; Love did not contribute

to happy emotion beyond its shared effects with Joy. (In fact, Joy may be the only

unambiguously positive emotion rated on the scale; there are aspects of susceptibility to Love

which may not be associated with "positive" emotion at all, as will be discussed.)

Joy's effect on subjects' reports was invariable across experimental group, Interpersonal

Judgment Scores, and gender. As noted above, susceptibility to Joy exerted more consistent

influence on subjects' reports of happiness than any other variable.

The situation is somewhat more complicated in regard to the sad video, but again there

is clear evidence of the reliability of the scale in predicting emotional contagion. At first glance

the results did not appear to support a significant link between the appropriate factor and

subjects' sad reports; they indicated that Fear, rather than Sadness, was the factor most

significantly and unambiguously related to whether subjects felt sadness (Table 8). However, the

items for the Sadness factor of the scale provide an explanation; the factor is actually titled

"Sadness/Depression", and two of the three items ask about susceptibility to depression. This is

a very different phenomenon than the emotion depicted in the video. The person in the video

was not depressed in the sense of lacking affect; rather, he was actively both grief-stricken and

fearful as he talked about being a small boy watching his grandfather's body being lowered into

the ground. Fear rather than sadnessfdepression was one of the major emotions being depicted.

Thus actual susceptibility to not only negative emotion in general, but a specific negative

emotion, confirmed the reports of susceptibility on the Emotional Contagion Scale. Susceptibility

to Fear accounted for more variance in subjects' reports of sad feeling than any other factor.
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Susceptibility to Love also had a significant effect on sad self reports, which may appear

illogical at first; why should susceptibility to a "positive" emotion be linked to contagion of

"negative" emotion? Perhaps because Love is not wholly positive. Feelings of Love are

generally considered to be "positive" for two reasons. First, love is a socially valuable emotion.

Second, Love makes one feel close, reassured, or passionate, all positive emotions in the sense

of providing reinforcement or leading to approach rather than avoidance behaviors. However,

feeling Love also implies that one can feel very sad. If one is strongly affected by the scene of a

mother trying to comfort her starving or wounded child, it is not only the result of catching the

sadness in the mother's face, but from seeing her demonstration of tenderness and caring. In

this situation, catching Love would intensify negative feeling. Similarly, in the sad video, the

confederate indicates, verbally and nonverbally, that he felt very close to his grandfather. This

love is what leads to his feelings of sadness, and those who rate high on susceptibility to Love

would therefore tend to catch negative emotion.

The effects of Love and Fear are quite independent of each other, which makes

theoretical sense; Love is associated with the grief felt over the loss, and Fear is associated with

not knowing what is happening to the grandfather but assuming it is something terrible.

Specific Contagion Factors and Facial Expression of Emotion

Across subjects, facial expression was not as clear an indicator of emotion as subjects'

reports. However, Joy and its interaction with experimenters and with experimental groups

explained significant variance in happy facial expression, and as indicated above, a negative

correlation of Joy with happy facial expression for similar subjects was probably due to chance

effects. For sad facial expression, Fear was significant if its interaction with experimental group

was accounted for and Love was also entered into the regression. Again, the interaction with

experimental group seems due to chance effects. Thus the Contagion Scale scores did relate to

facial expression of happiness and sadness, although the results were less clear-cut.
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The Emotional Contagion Scale definitely predicts susceptibility to specific felt and

reported emotion, but facial expression of emotion is associated with many factors other than felt

emotion, such as display rules or direct imitation of the model. Self-reports of susceptibility to

emotion might not take these factors into account, and it seems that clear, significant

relationships between Emotional Contagion factors and facial expression would be found only

when facial expression is highly congruent with felt emotion. In this study, lack of congruence

appeared to be due more to chance correlations than to significant differences across gender,

display rules, or other theoretically important factors.

Attention to Content and Emotional Contagion

As indicated in the Results section, a ceiling effect for content scores made it difficult to

assess their impact; nonsignificant findings may indicate that attention to content is unimportant

to contagion, or simply that this variable was not adequately measured. The significant

relationship of content scores to sad facial expression was in the expected direction; more

accuracy was associated with more intense emotion. Other results, although nonsignificant,

were in the same direction. Thus there is tentative support for the notion that attention to verbal

content plays a role in contagion.

Two questions arose in regard to the findings for the content questions. First, it is

interesting to note that content scores were related to sad facial expression but were not

significant in relation to sad self reports or to either contagion measure for the happy video. Why

would content questions be most closely related to contagion for the sad video, and to facial

expression rather than subjects' feelings? Second, all Interpersonal Judgment scores for the

happy video tended to be negatively related to content; that is, higher attraction was associated

with less accuracy, whereas for the sad video Interpersonal Judgments were related to more

accuracy in recall of details. Why would the most similar and attracted subjects pay attention to

the sad video and not the happy video?
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Perhaps the specific content of each video caused these effects. For the happy video,

verbal content may have been far less crucial, relative to facial expression, in creating the

emotion. The confederate describes a relatively mundane event, a surprise birthday party. He

does not talk much about his emotions, but rather about the people who were there and the kind

of food and drink offered. Emotion is revealed through facial expression rather than content.

While facial expression during the sad video was intense, the verbal content was also very

important in generating emotion. The confederate describes his first experience with the death

of a loved one; he talks about his shock when his grandfather does not move or speak, his fear

as he watches the coffin lowered into the ground, and about how his mother put him, as a

terrified crying child, into a car to wait alone while the burial proceeded.

Attraction to the partner may lead one to focus on those aspects which are most

revealing of emotion, depending upon the context. If facial expression was the most important

aspect in the happy video, then similar subjects would tend to ignore verbal content, whereas

subjects who are not attracted would spend relatively more energy concentrating on this aspect

(especially if it were going to provide them with clues as to similarity). If both the partner's facial

expressions and verbal content were important to the sad video, then more similar subjects

would tend to focus on both, and less similar subjects would tend to stop paying attention

because they are receiving no reinforcement and have no hope of future positive interaction.

Another explanation relates to the proposition that the prospect of future positive

interaction is important to contagion of sadness but not happiness. A focus on future interaction

may cause subjects to pay attention to content so they will be able to communicate more easily

with the partner. Since contagion of sadness seems more related to this future orientation,

contagion of sadness is more associated with accurate content scores.

This still leaves the question as to why content scores were significantly related to

judges' ratings but not to subjects' reports of sadness. It may be that subjects' reports were not

related consistently to the different Interpersonal Judgment scores, whereas for both content
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scores and judges' ratings the Interpersonal Judgment factors' effects were all in the same

direction; increases in all Interpersonal Judgment factors were associated with increases in

accuracy of content, and increases in all factors led to increases in facial expression of sadness.

Finally, since only one of the results for content in relation to Interpersonal Judgment

scores was actually significant, it is possible that there were, in fact, no meaningful differences in

the sad or happy attraction-content relationship. The significant result for sad facial expression

may be spurious; perhaps for the sad video subjects who were paying most attention (and

therefore answered the content questions accurately) looked as if they were concentrating, and

the expression of concentration was mistaken for sadness. Content and judges' ratings would

therefore be correlated, but not because the subjects' actually expressed sadness. (This is

possible in view of the fact that subjects' expressions did not vary much; anything that looked

intense but not happy may have been seen as a negative expression.) If this explanation is

accurate, it would follow that recall of content would not relate to subjects' reports of contagion of

sadness because in fact it had no effect on contagion, either for judges' ratings or subjects'

reports. This implies also that ratings of sad expression were not valid measures of actual

sadness. However, this would not explain either the tendency for happy facial expression to be

associated with content scores as predicted or the other results for sad facial expression.

Mimicry Ratings and Emotional Contagion

As Cacioppo, et 31. (1988) have indicated, observers are not necessarily able to perceive

those facial movements which differentiate affective reactions. Not only are these movements

sometimes very subtle, but research indicates that facial expression can flash on and off in small

fractions of a second (Cacioppo, Petty, Losch, & Kim, 1986; Ekman, 1984; Haggard & Isaacs,

1966). Thus electromyography would provide the best measure of facial expression of emotion.

In lieu of this method, the hope was that general observations of changes in facial expression

would provide more evidence of response to the partner's specific facial efferences than

attempts to have observers perceive specific muscle movements. There were several problems
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with this measure. First, although an attempt was made to use two judges their scores did not

correlate at all, indicating that a lengthy period of training on the ratings would have been

desirable. Second, the videos themselves were often unclear, so that even with training judges

would not have been able to note changes in facial expression with any consistency. Third,

relatively few subjects were examined for mimicry; even if mimicry were associated with the

other measures the effect might not reach significance due to the small number of subjects.

The one significant result, a positive relationship between facial expression and mimicry

for happy subjects, was a surprise in view of the methodological deficiencies of this measure.

However, this result is the most obvious; theoretically mimicry should lead to overall facial

expression indicative of contagion, and since variation in happy facial expression was at least a

somewhat clear indicator of both attraction and susceptibility to contagion, the relationship

between mimicry and happy expression should have been quite direct; more attraction or more

susceptibility leads to both more mimicry and more facial expression of emotion. Thus although

the one significant result may have been a chance event, it is consistent with the proposed

process of mimicry, contagion, and overall facial expression of emotion.

It should be pointed out that ratings of imitation of the partner's specific expressions may

simply have been ratings of subjects' overall facial expression. That is, what might be assumed

to be mimicry's effect on facial expression of happiness may in fact be facial expression's effect

on the ratings of mimicry. In that case, nothing can be said about how mimicry may relate to

contagion because the ratings obtained in this study may not be of actual mimicry as a separate

entity from overall facial expression of emotion. A significant correlation of ratings of imitation

with subjects' reports of emotion would have provided far more support for imitation as a

separate piece of the process of contagion.

Gender

This study lends support to the previous research results that indicate females are better

receivers of emotion than are males. The results indicate that females saw themselves as more
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susceptible than males to contagion (of Joy and Sadness) and in fact, reported more intense

emotion after watching the videos, significantly so for happiness. These results were not

influenced by chance effects.

Females' facial expression also tended to reveal more congruent emotion for both

videos, and for the happy video females' expressions and feelings were significantly correlated,

whereas males' were not. These effects contradict the results found by Warbott (1988) that males

and females communicate happiness equally well, but tend to confirm his finding that women are

better at conveying fear and sadness. However, this set of results may have been due to chance

correlations for males, and thus no conclusions can be reached about gender differences in

regard to transmitting emotion.

Similarity of gender (the fact that the partner was a male) did not lead to more emotional

contagion for males than for females, as suggested by Feshback and Roe (1968). However,

perhaps males would have reported and revealed even less contagion if the partner had been

female. Further, the partners gender did not appear to affect the attraction and similarity

judgments made by men and women; there was no main effect for gender on any of the

Interpersonal Judgment ratings. It is possible that males' ratings would have been lower (or

higher) if the partner had been a women, but there is no way of determining this and the

assumption must be that similarity of gender did not affect initial perceptions of similarity and

attraction.

Finally, it should be noted that several male subjects revealed some confusion in their

facial expressions; judges' comments in regard to males' appearance on sad videos indicated

some conscious or unconscious attempts to disguise feelings of sadness. Two judges pointed

out that they suspected that they had rated some males as happy in the sad condition and sad in

the happy condition, because these men did not reveal much happiness in the happy condition

but smiled in the sad condition. The reason the judges suspected that this smiling was related to

sadness was that it locked like a nervous expression, embarrassment or confusion rather than
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true happiness. Upon review of the judges' rating, there were no examples of rating sad males

extremely high on the Happiness Index; however, there were several males in the similar group

for which low levels of happiness were reported on the sad video, and these ratings were very

similar for all three judges. These ambiguous expressions did not appear to have a significant

impact on judges' ratings of facial expression; however, they provide anecdotal evidence of

males' being less direct than females in transmitting negative emotion.

Cultural Differences

Foreign born and ethnic status are indicators of cultural differences which may affect the

relationships being evaluated in this study. Because of the large number of groups and small

group sizes, reported statistical differences across ethnic groups may have been invalid or were

not amenable to interpretation. The only main effects, of ethnicity on Joy and on judges' ratings

of happy expression, seem due to extreme scores in groups with only one or two members, and

an investigation of the interaction of sad content scores and ethnicity in regard to judges' ratings

resulted in no pattern across ethnic groups which would represent variation in culture.

The only other significant interactions were of ethnicity and each of two Interpersonal

Judgment scores (Other Judgments and Desire to Interact) in regressions on judges' rating of

sad expression. These interactions pointed to differences between Caucasians and other groups;

however, again these differences may be attributed to numerous significant correlations of

Interpersonal Judgment and Contagion Scale scores for various ethnic groups.

Foreign-born status was also statistically problematical, since the foreign born group

contained less than 10% of the SUbjects. Further, the few significant findings for this category

are attributable to chance effects.

Order and Experimenter Effects

There were no significant effects in regard to the order of video presentation, content

question presentation, or Happiness Index questions. While order effects might have been

confusing to assess, they may also have provided some confirmation of the process-oriented
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explanations provided above. For example, it was proposed that a dissimilar subject may

become more attracted to the partner during the happy video. If this video was presented first,

one might assume that the resulting increase in attraction would affect contagion measures for

the sad video. This was not the case; however, it does not necessarily disprove the above

explanations; the hypothesized effect might have been too small to be significant.

Although order effects were nonsignificant, worker effects were abundant. In this study,

Worker B's subjects had higher scores on contagion measures, and their facial expressions were

more highly correlated with their reports of feeling. For the happy video, Worker C's dissimilar

s'lbjects tended toward even less contagion than would be predicted. Worker C's subjects also

were more likely to have Contagion Scale and Interpersonal Judgment effects which were

nonsignificant, and/or contradictory to the main hypothesis. Once again, chance effects seem to

explain these differences; Worker C's subjects had far more negative correlations between

Contagion Scale and Interpersonal Judgment scores, whereas Worker B's subjects had more

positive correlations.

Future Research Measures and Methods

There are several improvements that could be made in the measures used for this

study. First, measures of physiological arousal (heart rate, skin conductance, blood pressure)

would have provided concrete evidence of how much arousal subjects were experiencing as

opposed to how much feeling they reported. This additional measure would be helpful in sorting

out the various factors in contagion. If facial expression and physiological arousal were

congruent but subjects' reports incongruent it would support some skewing in the realm of felt or

reported emotion, whereas if subjects' reports were congruent with the arousal measure and

facial expression was incongruent, one might assume influence of display rules (or, if indicated,

more direct effect of imitation on facial expression than on the other two).

Second, electromyography (EMG) could have measured facial expression and imitation.

Use of EMG would eliminate misinterpretation of or simply not seeing facial movements
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indicative of either imitation or general contagion. Using both EMG and judges' ratings might

provide results which would point to conscious or subconscious altering of expression in accord

with cultural or gender-based display rules or self-presentational concerns.

Third, the Interpersonal Judgment Scale was actually designed to measure the attraction

that results from an attitude similarity manipulation, not as an independent variable to assess

possible influences on contagion. If at the outset one were planning to use the Interpersonal

Judgment Scale as an independent variable one might consider asking more directly about the

influences only speculated on above; for example, if anticipated future evaluation may be a

major determinant in contagion, this could be assessed directly by asking SUbjects how much

they think the partner will like them. Further, the Other Judgments measure might more

appropriately be translated into single questions For example, if the interest is in measuring

esteem, then a question might be asked regarding how much subjects feel admiration or respect

for the other. These changes may make it possible to be more clear about the influences on

feelings or facial expression.

Fourth, the Emotional Contagion Scale was very effective at predicting contagion

measured by subjects' reports of feeling; however, the association between Contagion Scale

scores and facial expression was not as strong as that for subjects' reports. It may be

farfetched to assume that a self-report measure could accurately predict outward signs of

emotion which may be only partially linked to subjects' feelings. However, although seven of

the thirteen subscale questions asked SUbjects to report on their outward behaviors ("I keep a

straight face when those around me are smiling") the scale does not ask specific questions

about whether subjects reveal the emotion they are feeling C'peopletell me I can't hide my anger

because they can see it in my face"). This kind of question may not help to determine whether

people actually reveal emotion nonverbally since it still relies on self reports. However, it might

be worthwhile to include questions of this ilk to try to more accurately predict facial expression

and congruence between felt emotion and facial efference.
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Finally, the content questions obviously were too simple; more difficult questions might

have provided a better indication of now attention to or recall of details of content may be

associated with contagion. In addition, it was pointed out that attention to content may depend

on a combination of attraction or similarity and the importance of content in that particular

setting. It might be useful to evaluate the effect of content for only one emotion, using two

videos. One video would be constructed to be primarily non-verbal; content would be unrelated

to the emotion expressed; the other would have verbal content which added significantly to the

emotional intensity. In this kind of situation, research questions might be developed regarding

the differential impact of content on contagion, depending upon whether content was important

to the emotional quality of the video. Would subjects who caught more emotion, or subjects who

are more attracted, pay less attention to content in the video for which content was unimportant?

General Issues Raised by This Study

The study also raises more general issues for future research. It has provided some

evidence that contagion of negative emotion is a more complex process than contagion of

positive emotion. Subjects' response to the Emotional Contagion Scale tend to indicate less

susceptibility to negative emotion or misremembering or misreporting instances of catching

negative emotion. The actual contagion results indicate that SUbjects felt sadness and happiness

with equal intensity; however, judges' ratings of sadness were less intense than ratings of

happiness and the relationship of similarity and attraction to contagion was more complex for the

sad video. (However, this may be the result of the chance correlations mentioned throughout

this discussion.) There is also some indication that future interaction goals are more important

for contagion of sadness than happiness. Do people actually catch less sadness, and/or is

contagion of negative emotion mediated by mood maintenance and repair strategies or

interaction goals? Some researchers have suggested that negative mood is associated with

more processing in relation to judgments of others than positive mood, which involves more

heuristic, mood congruent judgments (Schwarz, 1990). Perhaps emotional contagion is affected
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in a similar way. It appears that negative emotion may be more influenced by individual factors

such as defenses and display rules. Further, there is evidence that the physiological responses

associated with positive emotion tend to promote physical health (Williams (1989), cited in Brehm

and Kassin, 1989); defensive strategies may have evolved to protect one from negative emotion

except in life-threatening situations (i.e., fight or flight responses).

Differential effects were also found for subjects' reports and judges' ratings; the two

measures of contagion may be influenced by different Interpersonal Judgment factors. Again,

the suggestion was that cognitive factors such as interaction goals are relatively more important

for subjects' feelings, at least in sad situations, whereas more direct processes such as

similaritylidentification and mimicry are more important for facial expression indicative of

contagion. Further, the Contagion Scale seems to be more highly related to felt emotion.

Another issue relates to contagion as an interaction process during which subjects not

only take on emotion from the partner but may also change their judgments of the partner.

Contagion of positive emotion may lead to greater feelings of attraction, and consequently more

contagion. On the other hand, contagion of negative emotion mayor may not lead to more

negative judgments, depending upon whether subjects are focussed on present discomfort or

future interactions. These changes might be investigated by re-examining attraction to the

partner following the video and by measuring facial expression, mimicry, and felt emotion over a

longer video or a series of videos.

Two very difficult questions arise in regard to delineating contagion itself. Subjects'

reports and judges' ratings are measures of emotion. This does not necessarily mean that they

are just measures of contagion; they may include both the emotion caught from the partner and

relatively unrelated emotion. For example, if subjects' moods were influenced by the similarity

manipulation, then the measures of emotion may in fact be measures of contagion plus or minus

moods which vary systematically across experimental groups. One might hypothesize that

dissimilar subjects were put in a more negative mood than similar subjects; thus they would
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report and express less happiness even if they caught just as much emotion. It seems that

separation of emotion generating from the partner and emotion from other sources will continue

to be problematic.

Similarly, does the Emotional Contagion Scale measure only susceptibility to emotion or

some more general quality such as general emotional response? For example, one might posit

that subjects who are more emotional get higher Contagion Scale scores. When confronted with

a dissimilar partner, more emotional subjects would be more repulsed and rate the partner lower

on the Interpersonal Judgment factors. This would lead to negative correlations between

Contagion Scale scores and Interpersonal Judgments for the dissimilar group. (In fact, for

dissimilar females these negative correlations actually were found).

However, in this study the significant correlations between Contagion Scale scores and

Interpersonal Judgment scores are not interpretable because they follow no discemable pattem.

These effects can be viewed in two ways. At present, they must be considered as Type I errors,

chance background "noise" which makes interpretation difficult but also explains some of the

inconsistent findings. However, it may be that the only reason that these particular effects do not

form a pattern is because other effects, nonsignificant due to Type II errors, are missing.

Perhaps there were not enough SUbjects to provide significant results which do form a pattern.

it is important to recognize that the same kind of effects may be occurring, unmeasured,

in other studies. For example, the study on power and contagion reported by Hsee, et al. (1991)

found that, contrary to the hypothesis, subjects who were in powerless positions were not likely to

experience more contagion. The proposed explanation was that the manipulation used to create

feelings of powerlessness actually induced a great deal of anxiety, and that this distracted

powerless subjects so they did not catch emotion as anticipated. However, these subjects did

not answer the Emotional Contagion Scale. It is possible that for some subset of subjects,

susceptibility to emotion (or general emotionality) and the power manipulation were correlated so

as to reduce or eliminate the anticipated effect. For example, if, presumably by chance, males
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had a strong positive correlation between susceptibility to emotion and feelings of power, then

the more susceptibility, the great the feelings of power. If susceptibility (rather than power) was

the more important factor in contagion, then powerlessness would end up being negatively

correlated with contagion. If this were a relatively strong effect, it would influence the entire

group of powerless subjects so that either no effect for power could be observed, or increases in

power were correlated with increases in contagion rather than the opposite.

Similar effects might operate in studies on gender differences, mood, or other factors

which might be investigated in regard to contagion. For these studies it seems particularly

important to administer the Emotional Contagion Scale, for two reasons. First, one might avoid

theoretical interpretations of results which are actually due to presumeably chance correlations

involving factors of this scale. Second, one might be able to determine whether these

correlations are really chance events or whether, in fact, there is some general characteristic

such as emotionality which plays a mediating role in regard to the impact of other variables on

contagion? In these studies, isolation of specific independent variables is perhaps even more

difficult than in much psychological research because affective reactions to the context are

related so directly to the dependent measures, and thus are more likely to become major

confounding variables. The Emotional Contagion Scale may be one way to account for these

confounding effects.

Implications for Social Psychology

Finally, the results of this study have implications for social psychology as a whole.

First, Byrne's theory proved to be valid in this context; the dissimilar and similar attitude

questionnaires led to not only perceptions of dissimilarity and similarity, but also to consistent

differences in feelings of attraction and esteem, and these differences affected subjects'

relationship to the partner. Byrne never assumed that attitudinal similarity would be the only

factor, or even a necessary factor in attraction; he simply used attitudinal similarity to engender

attraction (Byrne, 1990). Although similarity, per se, did not seem to be the most important
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judgment for felt emotion, it was on the basis of perceived similarity that subjects made other

judgments of the partner. In other words, the similarity manipulation is valid as a means of

engendering attraction, which was a significant factor in regard to reports of feeling. Further,

perceived similarity itself seemed most strongly related to facial expression of emotion. These

results contradict those researchers who declare that the similarity-attraction model is not useful

for investigating social interaction.

More generally, the results relate to studies of stereotyping and prejudice. In this study,

judgments as to attitudinal similarity at least initially influenced the degree to which people

responded to the happiness or sadness of others. If these results are generalizable, they imply

that people in out-groups, stereotyped as attitudinally dissimilar due to race, gender, disability, or

some other factor, initially will have difficulty transmitting emotion to members of the in-group.

(Conversely, members of the in-group will not empathize with those in the oui-group.) However,

in this study there are at least hints that paying attention to positive emotion in a dissimilar

partner may reduce feelings of dissimilarity and lack of attraction, and that interaction goals more

than attitudinal similarity itself are important to actually feeling the emotion and thus

understanding the situation of another. These results reflect the body of research indicating that

mere contact is not enough to reduce stereotyping and prejudice; rather, goal-directed, positive

interaction is necessary.

The findings from this study help to explain the effects of similarity in various other

contexts. For example, when the evidence is ambiguous, jurors are more likely to perceive a

similar person as not guilty (Burger (1981), cited in Myers, 1983), and in situations requiring

helping behaviors people are more likely to help similar others (Emswiller, Deaux, and Willits

(1971), cited in Myers, 1983). In both of these contexts the "partner" is likely to be expressing

emotion, and it seems likely that a high degree of similarity to this partner promotes contagion, a

major aspect of empathy. From an applied point of view, this implies that encouraging people to

focus on the similar attitudes of others will lead to increases in behaviors such as providing
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assistance to or cooperating with others, and that these behaviors will, in tum, promote further

attraction. However, the results also imply that personality characteristics such as susceptibility

to contagion may overwhelm the effects of attraction and similarity unless the specific context of

contagion is especially salient. Variables such as similarity may reduce the impact of

susceptibility, but in this study susceptibility was the factor most related to contagion, at least in

regard to felt emotion. and certainly in regard to negative felt emotion.

Conclusion

In this study. perceived similarity was clearly related to judgments about how attractive

the partner was and to contagion of positive emotion. Perceived similarity did not have a

clearcut relationship to negative emotion. On the other hand, susceptibility to contagion was

related to both happy and sad reports of emotion. but was not as clearly associated with judges'

ratings of facial expression of emotion. Numerous interactions indicated that contagion of sad

emotion may be a more complex process than contagion of happy emotion, however, the actual

process of contagion was not clarified by the content or mimicry measures. More reliable

measurements are necessary to investigate the relationships between felt emotion, cognitions.

and facial expression or other physiological processes, and to delineate more fully the

circumstances under which situational versus personality variables will affect emotional response

to another.
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Appendix A

STUDY ON INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION

If you wish to participate in this study please:

1. Fill in this sheet and sign it.

2. Complete the Social Interaction Scale and the Attitude Questionnaire.

3. Tum in this sheet, the Social Interaction Scale and the Attitude Questionnaire. If you do not
complete these during or right after class you may tum them in to my box ("Stockert" - put in the
box to the LEFT of my name - in the Psychology Department, Gartley Hall Lounge, Room 104.)
You must tum them in at least one week before your scheduled time.

4. Sign up for a time and day on the signup sheet. Please be sure to note the time and date on
the slip provided for you to take with you. You will be contacted the night before to remind you
of your session. The session will take approximately 30 minutes. Thank you for your
participation.

Nancy Stockert
Graduate Student, Psychology

Name: (please print) _

Social Security Number: _

Subject and Course No/Instructor's Name _

Gender: Female Male

Ethnicity: Black Caucasian Chinese Hawaiian/Pt Haw. Hispanic __
Japanese __ Native American Other Asian Other Pacific Islander
Other (specify) _

If you were born in a country other than the U.S., please indicate which country: _

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN STUDY
This study is concerned with people's reactions to and perceptions of others. During the session
I mayor may not be asked personal questions about my feelings, behaviors, and perceptions in
regard to other people; be audio or videotaped; be asked to complete questionnaires or other
forms. There may be some deception in presenting the purpose of the study and/or in the
methods used. I understand that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary. If I wish to
cease participating 1may do so at any time, and all information on me will be destroyed. I also
understand that confidentiality will be maintained throughout the study. The data will not be
associated with names; individual data will be reviewed only by the experimenters to compile
composite information; and all names will be destroyed as soon as subjects have been given
bonus credit (if applicable) for their participation.

Signature
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Appendix B

SOCIAL INTERACTION SCALE

-PLEASE WRITE YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER _

INSTRUCTIONS
This is a scale which measures a variety of feelings and behaviors in various situations.
THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS, SO TRY VERY HARD TO BE
COMPLETELY HONEST IN YOUR ANSWERS. RESULTS ARE COMPLETELY
CONFIDENTIAL. Read each question and fill in the circle under the column which applies best
to you. Please answer each question very carefully. Thank you.

QUESTIONS

Use the following key:
Always = Always true for me

A 0 R N
Often = Often true for me I f a e

w t r v
Rarely = Rarely true for me a e e e

y n I r
Never = Never true for me s y

1. People tell me I'm not very responsive to other people's
feelings. 0 0 0 0

2. It doesn't bother me to be around angry people. 0 0 0 0

3. I find myself feeling tired when I talk with someone who is
depressed. 0 0 0 0

4. I feel tender and gentle when I see a mother and child
hugging each other affectionately. 0 0 0 0

5. Being around depressed people makes me feel depressed. 0 0 0 0

6. Riding with a nervous driver makes me feel nervous. 0 0 0 0

7. I pay attention to what other people are feeling. 0 0 0 0

8. I feel alive when I am with the one Ilove. 0 0 0 0

9. Being with a happy person makes me feel light and cheerful. 0 0 0 0

10. My moods are dependent on my boyfriend's/girlfriend's moods.
When he/she is depressed, I am depressed; when he/she
feels excited, I feel excited. 0 0 0 0

11. It's hard for me to feel what my boyfriend/girlfriend is feeling. 0 0 0 0
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Use the following key:
Always =Always true for me

A 0 R N
Often =Often true for me I f a e

w t r v
Rarely =Rarely true for me a e e e

y n I r
Never =Never true for me s y

12. When someone laughs, I laugh too. 0 0 0 0

13. When people hug me affectionately, I get upset and I want
to back away. 0 0 0 0

14. I'm very accurate in judging other peoples' feelings. 0 0 0 0

15. When people yell at me, I find myself yelling back. 0 0 0 0

16. People who are positive and energetic make me feel the
same way. 0 0 0 0

17. It's not easy for me to know how other people are feeling
unless they tell me. 0 0 0 0

18. When I see people hugging and kissing, I feel sick and
repulsed. 0 0 0 0

19. I'm very sensitive in picking up other people's feelings. 0 0 0 0

20. Watching the fear of victims on the news doesn't bother
me. 0 0 0 0

21. When I am around people who are angry, I feel angry
myself. 0 0 0 0

22. I wince while observing someone who is flinching while
getting an injection. 0 0 0 0

23. I find myself clenching my fist when overhearing others
quarrel. 0 0 0 0

24. I keep a straight face when those around me are laughing
hard. 0 0 0 0

25. I feel like laughing when I hear people ranting and raving. 0 0 0 0

26. I'm unaware of the feelings of others. 0 0 0 0

27. Even if someone I'm taiking with begins to cry, I don't get
teary-eyed. 0 0 0 0

28. I don't get caught up in the excitement of parties. 0 0 0 0
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Use the following key:
Always = Always true for me

A 0 R N
Often =Often true for me I f a e

w t r v
Rarely = Rarely true for me a e e e

y n I r
Never = Never true for me s y

29. I don't pay attention to other peoples' feelings. 0 0 0 0

30. Listening to the shrill screams of a terrified child in a
dentist's waiting room makes me feel nervous. 0 0 0 0

31. I feel like laughing when I listen to someone's account of
a terrifying experience. 0 0 0 0

32. I don't smile back when people smile at me. 0 0 0 0

33. I don't feel like crying at sad movies. 0 0 0 0

34. My boyfriend/girlfriend and I are so "in-tune" with one
another that we know how the other is feeling. 0 0 0 0

35. When someone paces back and forth, I feel nervous and
anxious. 0 0 0 0

36. When someone smiles warmly at me, I smile back and
feel happy inside. 0 0 0 0

37. I feel calm in a room filled with anxious peopie. 0 0 0 0

38. I get a lump in my throat listening to a sad story. 0 0 0 0
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Appendix C

ATTITUDE qUESTIONNAIRE

Social Security Number _
Check the statement that best expresses your attitude on each topic.

1. Belief in God (check only one)

__ I strongly believe that there is a God.
I believe that there is a God.

__ I feel that perhaps there is a God.
__ I feel that perhaps there is no God.

I believe that there is no God.
__ I strongly believe that there is no God.

2. Mike Tyson (check only one)

__ I strongly feel that Mike Tyson was guilty of rape.
__ I feel that Mike Tyson was guilty of rape.
__ I somewhat feel that Mike Tyson was guilty of rape.
__ I somewhat feel that Mike Tyson was not guilty of rape.
__ I feei that Mike Tyson was not guilty of rape.
__ I strongly feel that Mike Tyson was not guilty of rape.

3. Sports (check only one)

__ I dislike competitive sports very much.
__ I dislike competitive sports.
__ I dislike competitive sports to a slight degree.
__ I like competitive sports to a slight degree.
__ I like competitive sports.
__ I like competitive sports very much.

4. Abortion (check only one)

__ I strongly feel that abortion should be illegal.
__ I feel that abortion should be illegal.
__ I somewhat feel that abortion should be illegal.
__ I somewhat feel that abortion should be legal.
__ I feel that abortion should be legal.
__ I strongly feel that abortion should be legal.

5. Racism (check only one)

__ I strongly feel that racism is not a problem in Hawaii.
__ I feel that racism is not a problem in Hawaii.
__ I feel that perhaps racism is not a problem in Hawaii.
__ I feel that perhaps racism is a problem in Hawaii.
__ I feel that racism is a problem in Hawaii.
__ I strongly feel that racism is a problem in Hawaii.
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6. Extrasensory Perception (ESP) (check only one)

__ I strongly believe ESP exists.
I believe ESP exists.

__ I believe slightly that ESP exists.
__ I believe slightly that ESP doesn't exist.

I believe ESP doesn't exist.
__ I strongly believe ESP doesn't exist.

7. AIDS (check only one)

__ I strongly feel surgeons and dentists should be tested for AIDS.
__ I feel surgeons and dentists should be tested for AIDS.
__ I somewhat feel surgeons and dentists should be tested for AIDS.
__ I somewhat feel surgeons and dentists should not be tested for AIDS.
__ I feel surgeons and dentists should not be tested for AIDS.
__ I strongly feel surgeons and dentists should not be tested for AIDS.

8. The Death Penalty (check only one)

__ I strongly believe the death penalty should be given in extreme cases.
__ I believe the death penalty should be given in extreme cases.
__ I feel that perhaps the death penalty should be given in extreme cases.
__ I feel that perhaps the death penalty should not be given even in extreme cases.
__ I believe the death penalty should not be given even in extreme cases.
__ I strongly believe the death penalty should not be given even in extreme cases.

9. Hawaiian Sovereignty (check only one)

__ I strongly believe that all Hawaii should be given back to the Hawaiian people.
__ I believe that all Hawaii should be given back to the Hawaiian people.
__ I feel that perhaps all Hawaii should be given back to the Hawaiian people.
__ I feel that perhaps all Hawaii should not be given back to the Hawaiian people.
__ I believe that all Hawaii should not be given back to the Hawaiian people.
__ I strongly believe that all Hawaii should not be given back to the Hawaiian people.

10. Pornography (check only one)

__ I strongly approve of pornography.
__ I approve of pornography.
__ I somewhat approve of pornography.
__ I somewhat disapprove of pornography.
__ I disapprove of pornography.
__ I strongly disapprove of pornography.
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THIS IS THE PERSON WITH WHOM YOU WILL BE INTERACTING

HE/SHE IS S' 9" TALL: WEIGHS ABOUT ~lS~Q~ POUNDS.

HE/SHE IS A Sep;qr IN COLLEGE, AND LIVES IN ~\~(a~k~ik~l~· __

~I)C i 0 1 {"C'fH
.5.

HISJHER MAJOR IS --u~~~ __
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Appendix E

Interpersonal Judgment Scale

Please give your first impression of the person with whom you will be interacting.

1. Intelligence (check one)

1 __ I believe that this person is very much above average in intelligence.
2 __ I believe that this person is above average in intelligence.
3 __ I believe that this person is slightly above average in intelligence.
4 __ I believe that this person is average in intelligence.
5 __ I believe that this person is slightly below average in intelligence.
6 __ I believe that this person is below average in intelligence.
7 __ I believe that this person is very much below average in intelligence.

2. Personal Feelings (check one)

1 __ I feel that I would probably like this person very much.
2 __ I feel that I would probably like this person.
3 __ I feel that I would probably like this person to a slight degree.
4 __ I feel that I would probably neither particularly like nor particularly dislike this person.
5 __ I feel that I would probably dislike this person to a slight degree.
6 __ I feel that I would probably dislike this person.
7 __ I feel that I would probably dislike this person very much.

3. Knowledge of Current Events (check one)

1 __ I believe that this person is very much below average in his (her) knowledge of current
events.

2 __ I believe that this person is below average in his (her) knowledge of current events.
3 __ I believe that this person is slightly below average in his (her) knowledge of current

events.
4 __ I believe that this person is average in his (her) knowledge of current events.
5 __ I believe that this person is slightly above average in his (her) knowledge of current

events.
6 __ I believe that this person is above average in his (her) knowledge of current events.
7 __ I believe that this person is very much above average in his (her) knowledge of current

events.

4. Similarity (check one)

1 __ I believe that this person is very similar to me.
2 __ I believe that this person is similar to me.
3 __ I believe that this person is somewhat similar to me.
4 __ I believe that this person is not particularly similar nor particularly dissimilar to me.
5 __ I believe that this person is somewhat dissimilar to me.
6 __ I believe that this person is dissimilar to me.
7 __ I believe that this person is very dissimilar to me.
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5. Working Together in an Experiment (check one)

1 __ I believe that I would very much dislike working with this person in an experiment.
2 __ I believe that I would dislike working with this person in an experiment.
3 __ I believe that I would dislike working with this person in an experiment to a slight degree.
4 __ I believe that I would neither particularly dislike nor particularly enjoy working with this

person in an experiment.
5 __ I believe that I would enjoy working with this person in an experiment to a slight degree.
6 __ I believe that I would enjoy working with this person in an experiment.
7 __ I believe that I would very much enjoy working with this person in an experiment.

6. Adjustment (check one)

1 __ I believe that this person is extremely maladjusted.
2 __ I believe that this person is maladjusted.
3 __ I believe that this person is maladjusted to a slight degree.
4 __ I believe that this person is neither particularly maladjusted nor particularly well adjusted.
5 __ I believe that this person is well adjusted to a slight degree.
6 __ I believe that this person is well adjusted.
7 __ I believe that this person is extremely well adjusted.

7. Morality (check one)

1 __ This person impresses me as being extremely moral.
2 __ This person impresses me as being moral.
3 __ This person impresses me as being moral to a slight degree.
4 __ This person impresses me as being neither particularly moral nor particularly immoral.
5 __ This person impresses me as being immoral to a slight degree.
6 __ This person impresses me as being immoral.
7 __ This person impresses me as being extremely immoral.
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Appendix F

Please circle the number on each scale which describes your feelings after seeing this
video.

How strong a happiness are you feeling?
o
.5
1

2

3

4

5

6

Nothing
Extremely Weak
Very Weak

Weak (light)

Moderate

Somewhat Strong

Strong (Heavy)

7 Very Strong

8

9

10 Extremely Strong
* Maximal

How strong a sadness are you feeling?

o Nothing
.5 Extremely Weak
1 Very Weak

2 Weak (light)

3 Moderate

4 Somewhat Strong

5 Strong (Heavy)

6

7 Very Strong

8

9

10 Extremely Strong
* Maximal
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Appendix G

These are questions about the videos you just saw. Please answer as accurately as you can.
Check off only Q!!g answer for each question.

1. At whose house was the birthday party?

a. Joe's house
b. Ann's house
c. The mother's house
d. Someone he didn't know

2. About how many people were at the birthday party?

a. Very few
b. About 15
c. About 50
d. He didn't say

3. What did he have to eat at the party?

a. Seafood, wine and cake
b. Barbecue, beer, and cake
c. Pupus and cake
d. Cake, ice cream, and punch

4. What was the grandfather doing when he died?

a. He didn't say
b. Raking leaves
c. Reading a story
d. Shoveling snow

5. How old was the man when his grandfather died?

a. Three or four
b. Five or six
c. Seven or eight
d. Older than eight

6. Who put the boy in the car?

a. His mother
b. His father
c. His aunt
d. The funeral director
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Appendix H

EMOTIONAL CONTAGION SCALE: REVISED SUB-SCALES
(from Doherty. in preparation)

Emotion New Number Old Number Item-Content Correlation

Joy/Happiness 7 12 .596
14 24 .641
18 36 .613

Love 3 4 .710
6 8 .584
8 13 .673

Fear 12 22 .645
15 30 .719
17 35 .627

Anger 1 2 .520
10 21 .621
11 23 .519

Sadness 2 3 .504
4 5 .536

16 27 .583

General 5 7 .608
9 14 .576

13 19 .564
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